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Abstract

This project examines the role of values in a

teacher-constructed global education curriculum. Using several

strategiesl both teacher and student values were made explicit. The

teacher's strategy was to p1npoint career events which had impacted

on the curriculum that she had designed. These career events were

synthesized into several value statements. Action research was used

to suggest value positions for the students. The intersection of

teacher and student values led to suggestions as to how these

intersecting values could be integrated into the teacher-constructed

curr1culum. Values that d1d not 1ntersectl and the 1dea of al1enat10nl a

"nonvalue" were also cons1dered as add1tions to the curriculum. The

project argues for making the values of all the stakeholders in a

teacher-constructed curriculum explicit as a means of continually

revitalizing such a document.
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INTRODUCTION

The young people who were tn my class last year presented a

paradox. They had been immersed in a school culture that promoted

environmental awareness and cooperative learning for the 9 years they

had attended formal schooling from kindergarten to grade 8. Their

collective actions, however, gave little indication of such learning.

Paper was often discarded wah only 0 few lines written on a, pencils

and rulers were snapped in pieces, expensive books were lost. We had

a flourishing, albeit small, neo-Nazi group. Many black ond East Indian

students looked only to their group for friendship, and racist and

sexist comments were spoken and written. A large proportion of

students did not participate in these actions, but they gave tacit

approval by their si lence. The silence was broken by their teachers

who rhetorized, threatened and cajoled the young people to clean up,

recycle, understand, respect and be responsible. It seemed, however,

that when environmental and cooperative action was achieved it came

from a place outside the students' lives, not from a place within.

As their teacher, I wos troubled by a value system thot seemed

so different from my own. The situation was even more distressing

because I had just written and was implementing a curriculum devoted

to ideas about caring for each other and coring for our environment. I

realized that if my students and I were working with a curriculum that

reflected only my values and did not reflect any of the values of my
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students, then I would have the task of imposing my values on my

students. Even if I were able to do this (teenagers, from my

experience, tend to resist anything imposed on them) phllosophically

this task would be untenable. I do not wish to impose my values on

anyone, especially on the young, vulnerable minds of my students.

I could not assume, however, that my values and the values of

my students were set far apart by merely observing what I perceived

to be the negative actions of some students. There was the possibi lity

that there were values that my students and I shared. If so, these

intersecting values would give me valuable information about my

students and their actions.

The pIace of intersection, be it empty or fi II ed, became an

important focus of my thinking. If I found values shared by me and my

stUdents, I could use that Information as a lens for viewing the

curriculum. For example, if fairness was a shared value, I could look

for ways to bring the students' point of view about fairness into

lessons and discussions.

If, on the other hand, the place of intersection was empty, wlth

my values on one side and the values of my students on an opposite

side, the curriculum would not be able to achieve the outcomes of

coring that it had been designed for. The curriculum I created would

become a vehicle for my values alone. More likely, however, the

curriculum would become just another superficial document where

caring for each other and caring for the earth would become nothing

more than fashionable ideas exhlblted in transient products such as
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posters 8nd pl8ys, ond not woys of thinking obout living coring lives

where conflict ond its resolution ore doi Iy reolities.

This project is 8bout the se6rch for te8cher 8nd students' v81ues

and the impl1cations the results of this search held for the curriculum

I created. I argue for the importance of making explicit the v81ues of

011 the stokeholders in 0 teocher-constructed curriculum. Moking

these v61ues explicit wi II ollow them to be used os 0 lens with which

the teocher con view the curriculum. This perusol will reve81 whether

or not ways to incorpor6te these v61ues are already present in the

curriculum. If this examination, however, shows th8t the curriculum

does not contoin W8YS to support these volues, then oppropriote me8ns

will need to be 8dded to the curriculum to achieve this end. This

continual process of exposing v81ues and linking them to the

curriculum Will, I believe, ollow this curriculum to be 0 dynomic

presence in the lives of all who work with it.

To make the values that inform this curriculum explicit,

however, strategies wi II be required. Aulls (1992) defines strategies

os "woys to go 8bout something to sotisfy 0 gool. Strategies are made

up of two or more procedures. They are knowledge of 'How to...." (p.

13).

For this project, the goal was making explicit the value

positions of the stakeholders of the curriculum I had created, mainly

me and my students. My strategy began by focusing my thoughts on

what I cared about as a teacher. This exercise resulted in 6 statement

containing several value positions. I used this st8tement 8S a frame
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of reference for the project. In other words, I used my value ideas to

help me to understend my personel curriculum journey and why I was

drawn to some idees in the Global Educetlon movement, velues

educetion, recent configurations in assessment and evaluation

practices, end action reseerch.

The first stakeholder in this curriculum is, of course, the

teacher. The initial task, then, was to examine the values that I

brought to the curriculum. In an attempt to focus on these values, I

started out by thinking about all the things I did not care for as a

teecher of grede 8 students. The first thing thet ceme to mind wes the

prectice of chopping up the content into SUbjects such es history,

geography, language, each with its own time slot and sometlmes with

its own teacher. Stringing the story of Canada's past together using

wars and rebellions made me uneasy. I also did not care for the role of

"sege on the stege": the one who holds the power and the knowledge.

Eveluetion es e tool used to justify my existence to parents end to

allow students to see themselves as labelled caused me concern as

well.

As I moved my stance from the negative to the positive, I

became aware that there are many aspects of teaching that I do value.

I care about organizing the content into e whole that has the

possibi Itty of ellowing students to meke meening es they work with it.

Jo Oppenheimer (1990) Quotes the Carnegie Counci I Task Force

concerning the importance of SUbject integration:

In the core curiculum of the transformed middle school the
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student confronts themes, which ore clusters of sUbjects, ond

leorns to inquire, ossociote, ond synthesize ocross sUbjects.

The student Iearns to reason even whi Ie absorbi ng basi c

information about the sUbject matter. This approach clearly

requires that the current emphasis on coverage of a large

quantity of information must yield to on emphasis on depth or

quality of the student's understanding. Schools con choose the

most important principles ond concepts whithin eoch SUbject,

and concentrate instruction there. (p. 80)

I believe the story of Canada's past should focus on the ways we

have maintained peace, rather than on the ways we have fought each

other. History, in my View, should be rich in the stories of people thot

spi II over from the facts of their lives to literoture and to our lives

today. E. H. Carr (1961) expresses a similar ideo:

Learning from history is never a one-way process. To learn

about the present in the light of the past means also to learn

about the past 1n the 11ght of the present. The funct10n of

history is to promote a profounder understonding of both post

and present through the interrelation between them. (p. 68)

I olso believe thot the role of the teocher should stress

partnerships in learning, not teacher ownership of the enterprise.

Joseph Hester ( 1994), writing about what is needed to teach toward

thinking, supports the idea of active partnership:

They (teachers) will be asked to g1ve up relicmce on didactic

instruction, workbooks, ditto mosters ond the verbol giving of
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"knowledge". Insteadl they w111 be asked to focus on 1nfus1ng

thinking ski lis 1nto each lessonl to coach for thinking ski lis

improvement l and to provide discussion opportunities l

exploration of knowledge areas l and research/writing

opportunities. To teach-for-thinking impl1es the creation of

"learningful" environments - the establishment of the conditions

that enab Ie students to Iead the most enri chi ng lives they can.

(p.7)

Another educatorl Paul Gallagher (1995)1 also argues that the

teacher's role must change:

It is incongruous to expect teachers to act as fountains of

knowledge who primari Iy use chalkboards l booksl penci 151 and

standard teaching aids to pour new knowledge and skill into

receptors called students. (p. 57)

The idea of partnership is also evident in my views on

assessment and evaluation. I believe it must become a shared

endeavour. Students cmd thei r parents need to be educated so that they

understand that promoting appropriate metacognition and transfer is a

primary goal of educationl rather than the acquisition of steri Ie

alphabetical symbols on report cords.

This examination of my value positions through reflectionl

moving from a negative to a positive stance I suggested a statement

that could be made concerning my values. I value the integration of

knowledge so that personal meaning about life can be examined and

acted uponl the idea that peaceful existence needs to be celebratedl
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the imagining of teacher/learner as interchangeable roles shored by

all those who participate in a classroom, and the sharing of the

process of evaluation to eliminate the notion of the jUdge and the

jUdged.

The va Iues that I brought to the classroom and that were

embedded in the curriculum I wrote rested, however, upon a broader

system of values. These values were found within a movement called

Global Education. This movement offers teachers and students a

perspective from which to deal with the reality of living in today's

Global Vi Ilage. Global educators ask us to look at modern society and

to look at our schools. Putting the two together, they advocate ways

in which schools can assist society in real1zing and reflecting a more

humane world, a world that has the possibi IHy of continuing to exist.

I would suggest that at the core of the value system of Global

Education is the idea that we humans are the stewards of this planet.

James Lynch puts forth this view in Education for Citizenship. in a

Multicultural Society (1992):

No one notion, not even one of the superpowers, is competent to

resolve the ideological, economic and environmental pressures

facing all travellers on spaceship earth....the concept of

citizenship [has evolved] from the narrower bounds of fami lial

group or tribe, through the age of the city-state and

single-state nationalism to the age of global rights and

responsibi lities and the internationalization of the lives of all

inhabltonts of this planet. (p. 16)
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5imllar ideas are also espoused by the Ontario government in a

recent document on education. In that document, Ihe Common

Curriculum (Ministry of Education and Training, Ontario, 1995),

stewardship was also noted by the writers: "Students will also

realize that making decisions about their future endeavours and

pursuits includes taking responsibility for the welfare of others and

the survival of I1fe on the planet" (p. 7).

After looking at the values that were entrenched in the

curriculum I hod developed, I was ready to look at the values that the

students brought to the classroom. To gain some insights from the

stUdents, I carried out a piece of research while we were working

through one sectlon of the curriculum. Using the results of this

research, I arrived at some conclusions about the relationship between

my value system and that of my students. These conclusions allowed

me to put forward some ideas about how the curriculum could be

adopted to integrate the students' values with my own.

This project is divided into three chapters. The first chapter,

containing several sectlons, focuses on teacher values. The second

chapter examines the values of my students through action research.

The final chapter looks at the implications for the curriculum I

created when the va Iue posi t ions of the teacher and the students are

mode explicit.

The first port of Chapter One is a personal history of my

interactions with ideas about curriculum This section presents the

curriculum and explanations about the terms used to describe it. The

second part of Chapter One concerns Global Education and shows how
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my personal curriculum values found resonance in the Global Education

movement. In this sectionl I present a social backdrop for this

movement and also the work of several educators who believel es I dOl

that the needs of all those involved in the education of young people in

the Global Village must be met in ways that will allow a sustainable

world to emerge. The third part of Chapter One concerns values

education: contentl teaching strategies and evaluation procedures are

discussed here. Chapter One ends with assessment and evaluation. In

this sectionl I place my view of this process alongside current

findings of others and put forward suggestions as to how the

integration of evaluation into the curriculum can be on empowering

force for studentsl parents and teachers.

Chapter Two focuses on the values of the studentsl describing

the research and discussing its implications for the curriculum. I also

attempt to place my research within the context of recent

configurations of teacher research using the work of Jean McNiff

(1993) whose views on teacher research helped me to understand the

research I carried outl especiolly with respect to the problems I

encountered. Her insights olso helped me see how oction research

could become an integral part of this curriculum.

Chapter Three cone Iudes the project wi th on overview and

suggestions for ways in which this curriculum con become and remain

dynamic. I conclude by returning to my initial argument that such

energy cen only be mainteined through the efforts of all who use this

curriculum keeping in touch constantly with their valuesl the values of

others and indeed the ideo of Value itself.



CHAPTER ONE: VALUE5 FROM A TEACHER"5 PER5PECTIVE

The Currj cu Ium

I stoted in the Introduction thot I will orgue for the importonce

of moking explicit the volues of 011 the stokeholders in 0

teocher-constructed curriculum. This section ottempts to bring out

the velues thet I heve developed ebout teeching end leerning thot

provide the bosis for this curriculum. It begins with the ideos I held

os 0 novice teocher ond ends with the curriculum I wrote for this

project. I note my chenging views end refer to some of the people ond

circumstonces thot hove been 0 port of this evolution.

For much of my teoching coreer, curriculum wos something thot

outlined whot the teocher wos supposed to do. These documents

storted with objectives ond listed content ond ski lis to be covered to

meet those objectives. In my first yeors of teoching I followed eoch

one corefully under the wotchful eyes of the provinciol inspector, the

principol ond vorious consultants. As the years went by, however, ond

many curricula came and went and the watchful eyes were focused on

new groups of beginning teochers, I used these documents more for

their reference than their recipe function.

I begon wri t i ng my own uni ts of work tryi ng to work the ski IIs I

was required to teach into topics that would interest the students. By

doing this I wos able to integrote SUbjects, especially social studies

and language. These integrated units did interest my students and they

10
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olso kept my interest high os I developed topics oround current events,

exhibitions, field trips ond books. I think I would sti II be doing this if

I had not been introduced to the work of Hilda Taba (1967) and Jerome

Bruner (1960) who made me consider why I was teaching the skills and

content that my program was based on. Before coming into contact

with these educational thinkers, the question of what and how I should

teach was uppermost in my mind. Their work led to to ask why I was

teaching the content I was teaching and why I was using the

methodologies I was using.

Taba and Bruner seemed to be saying that the primary task for

the teacher was to use content and methodoIogi es to teach students to

learn how to learn. That could be done by actively teaching them to

form concepts by practising categorization (where the concept is

supp hed by the teacher) and, as they become more ski lied,

class1flcation (where the concept ls generated by the student), Joyce

and Well (1972) exp Ial n Bruner's posit1on:

Bruner. , .belleves that the structural concepts of each

discipline can be identified and taught to the students and they

then become an informatlon processing system for him [the

student]: an intellectuol mop [for the student] which con be used

to analyze particular domains and to solve problems within

those domains of actlvities. (p. 166)

June Maker (1982) explains Taba's position:

"Thinki ng inc Iudes an 8cti¥etransacti on between the indivi dual

and the data with which he (or she) is working" (Institute for
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staff Development 1971 a, emphasis added). This idea has

numerous implications for the learning process. It means, for

one thing, that children do not develop their thinking skills by

memorizing the products of adults' thinking. Children develop

these skills by manipulating ideas, critically examining them,

and trying to combine them in new ways. (p. 240)

I bullt these ideas into the new unlts I devised, being careful to

look at the board-published curriculum documents for justification

when it came time to present my yearly plans to the administration.

At that time I also started to use an unpublished research model

written by Fran Halliday, called REACT (Research and EnqUiry: A

Companion to Active Composing and Thinking). As I worked wlth this

model, I real1zed that my understanding of the ways young people think

and the contexts that need to be developed to promote that thinking

were often informed by the stUdents themselves. Some conclusions

that came from those observations were that they needed large blocks

of time without the teacher hovering over them to check if they were

"on task," Teenagers often seem not to be on task; their commitment

to the work at hand is characterized by periods of intensity

interspersed with periods of seeming inertia, They also like to work

with classmates wi th whom they are at ease and whom they can trust

when risks in stating ideas are called for. Special places, most often

the floor, are also seen as important, as is the freedom to choose that

place,

In 1988, I was one of the teachers who worked on the Darcel
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Project l named after Darcel Senior Public School where it took place.

This project looked at the effect that the 8cquisition of declarative

knowledge had on the ability of intermediate students to write

summaries. John R. Anderson (1965) explains declarative and

procedural knowledge: "Declarative knowledge refers to knowledge

8bout f8ctS and thingsl procedur81 knowledge refers to knowledge

8bout how to perform various cognitive activities" (p. 198).

The analysis of the Darcel project suggested that students

produced better quality summaries when they were taught strategies

to access declarative knowledge. The complete project was presented

as a master's thesis by Fran Halliday in 1990 entitledl "The Influence

of Innovotive Curriculum on the auality of Middle-School Students'

Text-Based Summaries:' The outcome of this project for me wos the

opportunity to increflse my understanding of how students learn. I

learned that declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge need to

be integrated if efficient learning is to take place.

When we were working on the project l we were under the

direction of Dr. Mark Aulls of McGill University. He hfls developed fI

model of teaching and leflrning called AIM (Aull's Instructional Model).

The ideos that he presented in this work l olong with the Dorcel

Project l added information about thinking and ways that teachers

could set up programs to faci IHate the acquisition of ski lis and

strategies to that end. In a short unpublished article drafted by Fran

HallidflY (1986) in consultation with Dr. Aulls l fin overview of the

mode lis gi ven:
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A.I.N. represents an instructional procedure for actively

teaching skllls and strategies necessary for learning. Based on

the principle of explicit instruction A.I.N is comprised of five

interlocking phases of instruction designed to help the student

progress through the five phases of knowledge acquisition; from

the awareness of a need for a ski II, to metacogniti ve know Iedge

of how to monitor and check its use to the transfer of the use of

a skill to contexts different than those originally presented

during instruction. Thus the ultimate goal of A.I.M is to help the

student learn how to learn. (p. 7)

The ideas generated by the literature on thinking ski lis, by the

work wlth REACT and AIM, and by the Darcel Project, focused my

curriculum views for several years.

Recently, I have been influenced by the work of John MlIler of

OISE (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education) and his writings on

the holistic curriculum. In The Holistic Curriculum (1988) he explains

that his ideas on curriculum come from a worldview that displays a

variety of phllosophical, psychological and social contexts.

The first position he calls transmission. It can be described as

an "open head and pour in approach" where the teacher "pours in"

certain values, ski lis and knowledge. Curricula formed around this

position show an atomistic worldview where nature is made from

i so lated bull ding blocks. Not surpri si ng Iy, there are defini te

boundaries that separate the transmission curriculum into discrete

sections.
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The next position is co IIed tronsocti on. Here educotion is

viewed as a dialogue between the student and the curriculum. Problem

solving and instructional strategies that facilitate it are the focus of

this position. The worldview that underlies transaction is the

scientific method. This is not, however, the scientific method of the

transmission position where a mechanistic stance is taken. In

transaction the scientific method is seen as a vehicle which helps the

individual deal constructively with the world.

In the tronsformotion position the focus is on personal and

soci aI change. Mi II er exp Ioi ns hi s ideas of the transformation posi t ion

in this way:

The transformation position concentrates on personal and social

change. In this position there is 0 holistic emphasis, and the

student is not just viewed in the cognitive mode, but in terms of

his or her oesthetic, morol, physicol ond spirituol needs. Thus,

the curriculum and the chUd do not just interoct ot the

cognitive level. ..but interconnect in a holistfc monner. (p.6)

Another person who has recent Iy i nf Iuenced my thinki ng is the

Australian educator, Shirley Grundy. She begins her book Curriculum:

Product or Praxis (1987) by stating that curriculum is not 0 concept;

rather it is 0 culturol construction. Grundy argues thot to understand

curriculum we must understond the culture in which it is embedded.

Understonding 0 CUlture, she continues, con come obout only if we

understond the bellefs ond volues that exist there. To understond 0

curriculum it is necessary to ascertain the beliefs obout persons and
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the world that are behind it.

Her thinking about what lies behind the scenes has been

influenced by the German sociologist and philosopher Jurgen Habermas.

He postulates thet there ere fundementel humen interests that

influence how we construct knowledge. These interests not only

signal what is knowledge, they also determine the categories into

whi ch that know Iedge is pIaced. Habermas states that there are three

types of interests: technical, practical and emancipatory.

Shirley Grundy hes linked Hebermes' work to curriculum design.

She points out that both knowledge end ection interact in e curriculum

end these fectors ere determined by e technicel, a practical or an

emancipatory interest.

Technical interest is oriented toward people Who wish to

manage and control their environment. Knowledge comes from

observation which leeds to the making of en hypothesis. From here,

people wah this technicel interest cen predict outcomes, meke rules

and in turn control environments. Grundy sees technical interest

behind certain types of educational research. She argues that if

educators can discover the laws of learning through observation and

experiment, they can build those laws or rules into e curriculum in the

form of objectives. Those who teech from this base, Grundy asserts,

wi II be the ones in cherge of student learning. At the end of the day,

the products of thet learning wi II conform to the intentions stated in

the objectives. Grundy delineates (1982) her concern about this

stance in an article entltled "Three Modes of Action Research":
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There is 0 chonce of monipulotion where the porticiponts ore

regarded os the instrumentsl rother thon the ogents of chonge.

The relationship between the facilitator and the group will then

be an 'I-it' relationship (in Buber's [1965] phrase) where persons

become objects or tools to be used in the realisation of a goal.

(cited in Kemmis & McTaggart 1 19661 p. 356)

Grundy continues by orguing thot the control thot chorocterizes

technicol interest is not on ospirotion of those who hove 0 procticol

interest. Rather than wishing to control the environmentl they wish to

be part of it. Practical interest is taking right action: action for the

good. Experiences are not organized in order to make laws; they ore

organized to make meaning. The interpretation of meaning toward

what is construed os good helps people to make jUdgements obout how

to act morolly. Curriculum des1gnl from a procticol interest l is 0

process Whereby student and teacher work together to moke meaning

of the world.

Grundy cautions the teacherl howeverl about becoming

enomoured with the role of moker of meoning. This meoningl she

asserts l comes from the personal wisdom of the participonts. The

teacher's role is crucial because she must reflect on the curriculum

using her knowledgel experience and intuition to ascertain if the

meaning developed is indeed for the good of her students. This

so Ii tary seIf -ref Iect1onl Grundy argues I can Iead to seIf-deception.

She odvocotes on emoncipotory curriculuml which moves beyond

the possibllities of self-deception ond control by objectives ond is
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meant to emancipate all those who participate in it. This form of

curriculum seeks, according to Shirley Grundy, to empower not only

the participants within their particular site of practice, but seeks

empowerment over theoreticol ond orgonizotionol structures ond the

social relotionships which support those structures. The scope of

such an enterprise, she argues, demands a great deal of commitment

among the participants. The curriculum is developed by a group and is

sUbject to group dialogue throughout its IHe. Grundy characterizes the

communication needed by group members by agoin referring to Buber:

"The kind of relationship which affords reciprocal recognition to the

person of the other is the kind designoted by Buber (1965) os on

'I-thou' re Iati onship....whi ch has understanding as its goal" (p. 360).

Working within an emancipatory curriculum demands of the

participants both autonomy and responsibllity. Grundy argues that the

participants wi II be:

moving from being uncriticol to criticol, from being ohistoricol

to being a sUbject who sees her work in an historical

framework...[this) requires not growth but 0 tronsformation of

consci ousness...not spontaneous transformati on- not Ii near

...transformotion displays itself in increasing moments of

emancipatory proctice. (p. 190)

When I wos reody to develop 0 curriculum of my own, I had

gleaned an array of information from theorists and from the students

with whom I had shared various curricula over the years. My first task

was to visual1ze myself and my students working with this

curriculum, I saw it as active, with much talk, drama, and artistic
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expression. But it was qUiet too, with time being devoted to

manipulating information, to reading, to writing, and to listening. We

were engaged ln endeavours that were effortful but also compelllng as

we worked toward the concepts that formed the core of the

currlculum: that students come to understand that we must care for

one another and our earth lf we are to survlve, and that students come

to understand that peace lS an effortful human construct.

Vears of experlence in the classroom, however, allowed me to

move away from thlS plcture and conslder the prlmary challenge to be

overcome before thlS picture could begln to be realized. That

challenge was to find ways to make the concepts thot formed the base

of this curriculum become more than words to my students.

To this end, I chose a currlculum mapping strotegy developed by

Fran Hallidoy at McGill University. I found this mapping strategy

useful because it forced me to continually return to the main concepts

as I shaped each part of the curriculum to ascertain 1f these concepts

were being developed consistently.

The curriculum has os lts core a moin concept or concepts. The

content and methodologles to develop these concepts are divided into

three lorge sections or units. Eoch unit hos 0 gool thot links to the

main concepts. The units are broken into four events, or smaller

sectlons. Whenever the word "event" is used in this project it means

these smaller sectlons lnto WhlCh the unit has been divlded. Each

event also has a goal which 11nks it with the goal of the unit, WhlCh ln

turn tles lnto the maln concepts. For example:
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§£M;RAl IDEA (~ M~ I" CtL8C.fe,Tl:

Students come to understand that we must care for each other and

our world if we are to survive.

SPECIFIC IDEA (A CONCEPT THAT QEPENDS ON TH.£

GENERAL IDEAl:

Students come to understand that peace is an effortful human

construct.

GOAL OF UNIT ONE:

Students come to understand the fragility of a peaceful society.

GOAL OF EVENT ONE:

Students come to understand that war generates and solves

problems.

GOAL OF EVENT TWO:

Students come to understand that national loyolty hos both positive

and negative aspects.

fiOAl OF EVENT THREE:

Students come to understand that working in a group is integral to
I
i positive fomi Iy and community structure.

I GOAL OF EVENT FOUR:

!Students come to underst~nd th~t w~r touches indiYidu~ls from

distant and nearby sources.
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After these Iink1ng idees were put 1nto piece, the next step wes

to odd the ways that would ollow the "students come to understond"

part to be a possiblllty. My flrst consideration was content, followed

by approaches, perspectives, processes, resources and evaluation.

Content

Although the tHles for the unHs and the events are based on the

h1story of Conodo, the content consists of h1story, geography, reed1ng,

writing, speoking, listening, drama l:lnd l:lrt.

AIlPrQ8Ches

The mop contoins four opprooches: expository, norrotive,

problem solving end inquiry. Expository is the treditionel

trl:lnsm1ss1on opprooch. The informot1on 1s delivered as a story when

the norrative approoch is used. During problem solving the students

solve a question or questions created by the teacher. When the inquiry

oprooch 1s used the students collect dato ond create questions to

solve.

Persgecliyes

The leorning is focused oround one or more tradltional

disciplines. One discipl1ne is usually stronger. Some exomples are:

literary, archeological, sociologicol and philosophical.
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Processes

These ~re wh~t the te~cher intends to be going on "inside" the

student's he~d. I chose to use Bloom's Taxonomy as outlined by C. J.

Maker (1982). She informs us that taxonomies are sets of criteria

that are used to clessify the levels of complexity required to think

through t~sks (p. 17). Bloom's T~xonomy consists of six levels. The

six levels ~re: knowledge, comprehension, ~pplic~tion, ~n~lysis,

synthesis ond evaluotion. The leost complex thinking tasks are found

at the knowledge level; the most complex thinking tasks are found in

the level of evaluation. This taxonomy was chosen because it is well

known end therefore easi Iy accessible to anyone who may wish to use

thi s curri cu Ium.

Miller ~nd Seller (1990) position Bloom's work at the

tr~nsmission position under m~stery le~rning. I would ~gree th~t this

taxonomy is well suited for this appro~ch bec~use teaching and

learning activities can be organized from least complex to most

complex. Students move "upward" through these levels of complexity

os they exhibit m~stery ~t each level beginning with the knowledge

level ~nd ending with the ev~lu~tion level. In the curriculum I

designed, Bloom's Taxonomy is not used as a tool for mastery learning

however. The taxonomy is used as a gUi de to my pIanning of teachi ng

and learning tasks. When I am thinking through these tasks I need to

be aware of their level of compleXity. For example, students need to

underst~nd the str~tegies for analysis before they can be t~ught the

strategies for synthesis.
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Resources

The curriculum contoins 0 list of the resources, both humon ond

otherwise. It is understood that these resources would change as

people use the curriculum and bring forward new ideas and resources

to implement those changes.

EYoluotion

This section wos not in Hollidoy's originol work. I odded it

because, as I stated in the Introduction, I believe evaluation should be

an integral part of what is going on in the classroom, not something

added on for purposes of justification. In this section, I outline ways

thot teochersJ students, porents ond odministrotors attempt to gauge

leorning.

The curriculum that resulted from this mopping strategy is a

working document (see Appendix A). Earlier in the chapter, I noted the

people who have influenced my thinking on curriculum design. As I

work with the document, it wi II be necessary, I believe, to return to

their ideos many times. I need to know if procedurol and declan~tive

knowledge ore developing from the strotegies in REACT ond AIM. It

wi II olso be necessory to note if I om oble to move toword MlIler's

transformotion mode. Toking note of the powerful ideas of Shirley

Grundy wi II be a challenge. The curriculum, in its present state, has

been developed from the reflections of one person. As Grundy points

out this solitory focus con lead to self-deception. In an effort to

overcome thi s one-si ded vi ew, the curri cu Ium wi II be used by 0 teom
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of five grade 8 teachers. Their interactlon wlth It will allowJ I

belleveJ a shared focus as teachers and students learn together and

shore that learning wlth one another.

In the IntroductionJ I I1sted some importont things that I care

obout as a teacher and sai d that the curri cu Ium is a statement about

what I value. I value the integration of knowledge so that personal

meaning about life can be examined and acted upon J the idea that

peaceful existence needs to be celebratedJ the imagining of

teacher/learner as interchangeable roles shored by all who participate

in a classroom J and the shoring of the process of evaluation to

eliminate the noUon of the jUdge and the jUdged.

In this section I have attempted to provide a background for

these values. It 1s not possible to pinpoint a "place" and state that

this is where a particular value posltion emerged and then track that

value across time. It is possible J howeverJ to look at these values that

I brought to the curriculum ond see on ideo thot ties them together. I

suggest that this ideo is the search for personal sense or meaning in

my work. It makes sense to me that knowledge is integrated to allow

for meaningful pictures of existence to emergeJ that peace is

celebrated over warJ that the classroom provides learning for everyone

wlthin lt J and that the student is empowered to evaluate personal

growth in learning.

When I reflect on how I have interacted with curriculum over

the years J I can see this search for meaning developing. As a novice

teacher I accepted the meaning that others had ascribed to the work of
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teaching. My first forays into manipulating the curriculum from what

I was "supposed" to do into what I thought wou Id be "interesting" to do

were incHed by my own interests because, at that time in my career,

it made sense to work with something interesting to both me and my

students. Both novel content material and novel ways of teaching

were importont considerations.

My movement from total acceptance of the curriculum and those

who expounded it to one of 0 coutious tompering, hidden from the

curriculum experts (principals, inspectors, consultants), is another

example of this search for personal meaning. This search for sense or

meaning allowed me to be in charge of my own learning as I integrated

ideas that mode sense to me into my teaching. Not only was I taking

chorge of my own Ieorni ng, I wos toki ng chorge of the rote of thot

leorning. If on ideo did not work for me ond my students, I would try

something else, without the constraints of time that are often put on

teachers when change is mandated from administrators. This search

for meoning in my work permeotes the experiences thot I have outlined

here, from the writing of units bosed on interest to the seorching out

of theorists to inform my proctice, to the porticipotion in the Dorcel

Project ond, indeed, the writing of the curricUlum itself.

The values that provide this meaning for me are, however, only

the values that I bring to the curriculum at this time. Teacher

reflection on personal values and thought on how those values interact

in the curriculum must be, I believe, an ongoing process in the life of

this curriculum if it is to become 0 vehicle for teacher and student
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empowerment. The process descr1bed here--summar1z1ng pivotal

events, people, and their ideas and then finding a common theme to

unify them--is only one way of making teacher values explicit. The

challenge for teachers using this curriculum wi II be to try this

method, adopt it, or devise other ways of getting in touch with their

value positions. What must be understood, however, is the necessity

for undertaking the challenge of bringing out what they believe to be

important in teaching and learning.

Once those values are exposed, they become useful keys in

understanding why other ideas that inform practice are chosen. Daryl

J. Bern (1970) gives some insight as to the importance of our values:

"Values are important because of their centrality to other beliefs and

attitudes" (p. 17).

Combs, Richards and Richards (1976) also argue for the

importance of understanding our value system:

The emergence in the perceptual field of any...value determines

to a great extent what related matters are Ilkely to be

differentiated thereafter. A person who has differentiated

country music as desirable and valuable and classical music as

boring and unpleasant has made a differentiation which cannot

help but affect his behavior ond further experience. Having

these values he may ovoid Beethoven and listen to Johnny Cosh.

This effectively closes him off from some kinds of experiences,

although at the same time it opens up new possibilities in the

area he has learned to value. (p. 138)
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In this section, 0 bockground for my volue positions obout

curriculum h6S been sketched and a unifying theme suggested for those

positions. I agree with Combs, Richards and Rich6rds (1976) that a

value acts as a differentiating frame of reference, allowing in

experi ences that odhere to that vo Iue and curtail ing other experi ences

thot do not. These fromes of reference constructed by my volue

positions ollowed me to opprooch the Globol Educotion movement, the

sUbject of the next section, positively, looking for further

understanding of those value positions and possibly through that

understanding finding possible links between my values and those of

global educators.

Global Education

Globol Educotion is more thon on educ6tional trend; it is 0

movement within the field of education. A trend configures what is

already there, whereas a movement takes what is already there and

olters 11, creoting the possibi lity thot the substonce of whot hos been

occepted will be rodicolly chonged. In this section I wi II look ot the

ideas of three writers who provide 0 sociol context for the movement.

Set ogoinst this bockdrop ore the ideos of severol thinkers in

educotion who provide perspectives on the educotion system in the

Ught of the changes that will be needed to accommodate a global

perspecti ve.

Lee F. Anderson is an Ameri can educator who has exami ned the

social bockground of globol educotion. Anderson (1991) orgues thot
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there are three profound changes in the world's social structure that

have found convergence in the last 20 years. The first one, which

started over 500 years ago, is the accelerating growth of global

interdependence. This growth has been caused by three interrelated

events: European expansion, the emergence and growth of capital1sm,

and the spread of modern science and technology.

The second change that Anderson ci tes is the erosi on of Western

dominance. He argues that in 1400 Europe was but one of many

civllizations. By 1900 Europe and its colonies influenced over 85~ of

the earth's surface. After World War Two decolonization took place.

With that, old cultures and religions which had long been dormant

began to reemerge. European economic dominance also began to

decl1ne as was made evident by the creation of the 011 cartels and the

rise of Pacific Rim trade.

The thi rd change Anderson sees is the dec line of Ameri can

hegemony. At the end of World War Two, America emerged relatlvely

unscathed in terms of infrastructure and economy. For the next 25

years the U.S.A. was a dominant force in world production, commerce,

flnance, politics and culture. By the '70s, however, this hegemony

began to disappear as other natlons became powerful.

This social setting of global education has also been examined

by two Bri t ish authors, Graham Pi ke and Oovi d SeIby (1988). In thei r

book Globol Teacher, Global Learner, they cite four dimensions of

globalHy: the spatial dimension, the temporal dimension, the issues

dimension, and the global cultural crisis.
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Pike and Se Iby argue that the interdependence of aII Ii fe forms

predotes humon society. Europeem explorotion, in their view, coused

humem societies to become interdependent. As an example they point

out what happened to the native populations in North America after

European contact. As their need for land grew stronger the Europeans

took over the not1ve lends. And es their inebi lity to exist without

their lemd grew, the notive people beceme more end more dependent on

their conquerors. Todoy, Pike ond Selby essert, this type of spatial

interdependence is growing in frequency, depth and scope. Major

events spread from continent to continent as their global impact

becomes more serious. The wars in the Balkans are but one example of

this.

These two authors elso examine the rote of change. They argue

that change is not new; it is the rate of change which has accelerated

so SWiftly. This temporal dimension maintains a symbiotic

relationship with the spatial dimension. The rapid decline of the North

Atlantic fisheries is dramatic evidence of this relationship.

Issues ere the next dimension. Pike end Selby no longer see the

day when crises could be isolated and deolt with. Todoy, we hove the

populotion crisis ond the environmentol crisis to nome two of mony.

New ones appear before the old ones are solved. Now we are in a

global crisis syndrome that touches all parts of the world.

The fourth dimension is called the global cultural crisis. Pike

and Selby assert that the mechanistic worldview of Descartes and

Newton still prevoil s. Thi sis in spi te of reseorch thot hos proved the
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principal tenets of this view of our world to be false.

Lawrence LeShan and Henry Margenau, the former a psychologist

and the latter a physicist, coauthored a book, Einstein's Sp.ace and Van

Gogh's Sky (1962). They have this to soy about our deep-seated

mechanistic worldview:

The cosmos itself was a giant clockwork--possibly, as for

Descartes, wound up and supervised by God--that could be

truthfUlly explained by a mechanical model. ...This

assumption... includes the idea that everything that is really

understood can be visualized ....

Physicists may recognize that it is involid to conceptualize

an electron as anything but 0 set of numbers (not, for exomple

as a round, rapidly spining boll), but most psychologists

generally hold to the belief that someday, somehow, we will

have mechanical models of the human mind and of human

societies.

. . .Science is struggling today with a profound problem.

Agoinst the belief thot everything thot is, is in the some sense

ond follows consistent laws, is pitted the knowledge thot mony

doto, including those of our inner experience, connot be fitted

into the some rotionol system thot describes so well what is

and what happens in the see-touch realm of experience. (pp.

6-7)

The bockground provided by Anderson, Pike and Selby, ond LeShan

and Margenau gives a context in which to think about the place of
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education in this globalized world. All societies are becoming

increasingly interdependent. Old power structures are declining os

new powers ascend. Change is swift. And in spite of globalization, or

possibly because of it, a mechanistic view of the world still prevails

in world decision-making.

50me educotors ore deoling with life in the Global Village by

toki ng em in-depth vi ew of the educoti on systems ond the changes thot

wlll hove to be mode to accommodate a globol perspective. Barbaro

Benhom Tye (rye & Tye l 1992) is one who sees mony chollenges oheod

as the global education movement attempts to make changes in the

schooI system.

Her thesis is thot schools ore structured on 0 three-tiered

system. At the bose is society. After thot comes the set of cultural

ond social norms ond ossumptions thot ore in ploce obout the

educotionol system. The final tier is the individual school. When Tye

speaks about society's influence she is referring to the view that

Western society os a whole has hod of schools over the yeors. 5he

orgues thot ot one time children were thought of os little onimals in

need of toming. It wos the function of the school to perform this tosk.

Nowl she assertsl children are thought of as individuals in Western

democracies. The function of the school today in society's eyes is to

meet the individual needs of students, both academically and socially.

The deep structure of schooling is olso linked to society at

lorge. Tye osserts that we toke for gronted such things as size of

classrooms, division of SUbject areas, the teacher's role as
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d1sc1pl1nar1an and a mark1ng scheme that goes from A to F. Tye

cons1 ders th1 s deep structure as a connect1ng thread that pervades aII

schools 1n a society. She argues that It is th1s pervasiveness that

gives deep structure its persistence ond power.

Eoch school, however, hos its own personollty. Borboro Tye

asserts that the history of a school, the community that surrounds it,

the quality of teacher/adm1n1strator relationsh1ps, the problems faced

and the climate of as classrooms make each school a un1que place.

Chonge con hoppen here slowly or quickly os the ployers respond to

society. She sees globol educotion initiotives os hov1ng 0 chonce of

success ot the individuol school level. Nevertheless, if these

inlt1ati ves attempt to d1 sturb the deep structure of schoo Ii ng they

wlll have 11 tt Ie hope of success. There 1s the poss1 b11 i ty, howeverI

that th1s deep structure 1s now in a per10d of translt10n 1n response to

soc1etal pressures to globalize. Barbare Tye ond her husband Kenneth

coouthored Globol Educotion: A study of School Chong! (1992). This

book is on occount of 0 4-yeor study of 11 schools where global

educatlon inlt1atlves were attempted. In the introductlon lee F.

Anderson wr1 tes:

There is I1ttle question that one of the bas1c social changes

currently underway in American society augurs well for global

educotion ot Ie08t in the long run. Thi s chonge i8 the ropi d

globalization of American SOCiety. This is evidenced in

vlrtually every doman of soclal IHe. (p. xvll1)

In 1990 the Ontarl0 Premier's Councll issued a report entitled
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Peop-Ie ond Sk111s 1n the New Globol Economy. In the report, the

wr1 ters state:

Tomorrow's workforce wi II not be composed of individuals with

highly specialized ski lis and knowledge....It wi II be a

workforce made up of adaptable individuals, able to formulate

and solve problems quickly, to anticipate the need for action, to

poss criticol jUdgement ond to integrote thinking end knowledge

with manual dexterity and physical tasks. Ontario's educational

system must therefore emphasize broad, critical and socially

interactive learning to equip students for the full range of

experi ence they wi II Iater encounter. (p. 17)

Possibly the deep structure of schooling wi II chenge os soc1ety

ot lorge occepts the 1deo thot schools must chonge to meet the needs

of e globelized world. Mershall McLuhan and George Leonerd wrote

about such changes more than 30 years ago. In "Learning in the Global

Viii age" (Leonard & McLuhan, 1965) they argued that the days were

over when educetion's tesk was to deci de what the soci aI machi ne

needed end then turn out people to meet those needs. They foresew a

new era.

Frogmentotion, spec1011zot10n and someness wlll be reploced by

wholeness, diversity, and above all, a deep involvement. ..the

new modes of communication...are linking the world's people in

a vast net of electric circuitry that creates a new depth and

breedth of impersonel involvement in events end breeks down

the old boundor1es thot mode spec1011zot10n posslble. (pp.

108-109)
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The world that McLuhan and Leonard observed was in flux:

moving from a factory model that promoted specialization to an

entrepreneurial model that promoted diversity. The action they argued

for sow the student os the centrol octor in her leorning, freely moving

oround 0 leorning ploce, oided by technology but helped more by on

intrinsic interest in her education. Action would also be required by

educators:

Among their first tasks wi II be the unleorning [of the] old

unacknowledged taboos on true originality. After that they may

pick up a new driving style in which they ghmce into the rear

view mirror when guidonce from the past is needed but spend

far more time looking forward into the unfamlliar, untested

country of the present and the future. (p. 112)

A more recent look at education in a global1zed context was put

forword by a group that attended the symposium on Global LeeJrning

held in Toronto in 1985. They sow the global vi Ilage os 0 ploce of

division ond despoir. The superior power of the weolthy notions to

provide the necessities end more to their populetions was juxtaposed

against the poor nations providing the barest necessities, and often

not even those, to their peoples. Added to this unequol distribution of

the world's resources were the mony divisions thot gave rise to

politicol ond religious hotred.

The action that was proposed to begin change placed the

emphasis on self-knowledge. Presenters at this symposium argued

that this self-knowledge must form the basis of all other knowledge if
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o hormonious society were to be reollzed. The next octlon they

ad.....ocoted wos to leorn about others through sociol contact. When

these social contacts are not reallzed l the presenters assertedl It

becomes more difficult to learn about people from cultures different

from our own. When this is allowed to happenl people from other

cultures become the "other" to us. Presenters asserted that there

must be acti .....e inqUiry into practlcol skllls 1 into historYI into thought

and bellef systems I into naturel ond into learning ltself. They also

ad.....ocated getting 1n touch wlth creatl ..... lty by Iearnl ng about creati .....e

lndlvlduals and also by experlenclng and sharing the products of the

creatl .....e part of our natures "for It 1s through these

products--especiolly such uni .....ersol octi ..... ities os music ond

dance--that we con most reodily identify wlth other cultures ond

share the humonlty of people" (011 .....erl 19871 pp. 78-79).

Thornton B. Monez (1973) is another educator who took a similar

dismal view of the global vlllage. He saw the powerful ellte living at

the top and the rest of humanlty well below. Monez argued that the

role of educotors wos to help the upcoming generotions to ..gi .....e up

outworn Notionol ond terrltoral perspecti .....es and reploce them wlth

ways of thinking thot will help them deol directly with the worldwide

social problems that per.....ade their l1 .....es.. (p. 31).

James Lynch (1992) echoes these concerns. He asserts that

making an argument for world citizenshlp is dlfflcult. National

ci t i zenship offers I aIthough not aIways de l1 .....ers I securlty and materi aI

reword. Lynch orgues thot the dOYs when citizens could be content to
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11ve 'vv1thln the natlon and not be aware of the world around them ls

past. Social, economic and environmental forces now impinge on us

all. He explains:

What is needed is a concept of political ossociotlon which con

engender humane, coopereti ve, i dee listic end orgoni c modes of

humon ossociation and interactionl drawing on the virtues of

soci all economi c and envi ronmental se If -restraintl rather than

instrumental competitive, materialistic, atomized and

exploitotive reletionships, which drive humon beings ever

more to a kind of inner immigration into individualistic

soIitude I unsustainab Ie consumeri sm and ecoIogi ca I suici de.

(p.20)

He continues by stating that educating peop Ie toward such a

world wi II requi re a change of porodi gms for know Iedge, ott itudes ond

strotegies. Lynch contends thot this is 0 dountlng tosk:

Education for gIobaI cit i zenshi p has to toke into account the

needs of individual children as well as the pluralist nature of

most societies ond of the world. It has to generote the

knowledge, ski lis and insights necessary for creative and active

porti cipation, as we II os for posi t i ve and creative di ssent. It

has to empower students, intellectually and sociallYI to make

conflict creotive ond seminol of progress. (p.l?)

Neverthelessl this possibility for education wi II not be realized,

Lynch insistsl unless citizens think about the world using a paradigm
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that espouses caring for others as opposed to a paradigm of selfish

uti litarianism.

Another educotor who held simi lor views wos Mortin Buber

(1971). Joshuo Weinstein (1975) summorizes Buber's ideos on

educotion in the light of its role to foster unity omong the people of

the world:

Buber, unlike his contemporories, could not occept notionolism

and national unity as major aims of his new society. These

could not serve os 0 meoningful ond dynomic purpose in 0 world

of humon offliction, division, intrigue, confusion ond

hopelessness....Buber believed thot the solution to mon's

problems did not rest in more knowledge, nor in more ski lis, not

even in the enrichment of mon's mind. He believed thot the

future of mankind lay in eternal/universal values, the only

volues thot could forge 0 diversity of individuflls into a cohesive

entity, ond thot educotion worthy of its nome must be directed

towflrd fostering a continuous desire for these values. Such

values require a suitable base, a humanistic and global

foundotion which would serve os 0 common denominotor ond

reach out beyond the narrow confines of subcultures. (pp.

56-57)

5uson Droke, who teoches ot Brock University's Foculty of

Educotion, is onother educotor who shores this odvococy for

integrotion. In a recent article in Brock Educfltion (1992) entitled
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"Education 2005: Life at Futurlst1c H1gh", she argues that wellness 1s

the fundamental concept underlying education:

The wellness concept recognizes the interconnections among all

things and includes the whole person, society, country and

planet; all beings are interconnected and living in the context of

their home the planet. When one thing changes all things change.

AII choi ces of human action are important. The approach is

interdisciplinary and holistic. The whole person includes the

physicol, mental, sociol and spirituol dimensions. (p. 14)

Droke hypothesizes that when students leave a school embodying

this concept they will have high levels of self-esteem, they will be

adept at learning and problem solving, they wi II be adaptable to

change, they wi II have a social conscience, and their lives wi II be

embedded in a global context that will serve them well when they face

the complex problems in the modern world.

Wolter Pitmon (1991) looked ot the social bockdrop of the

globalized world from his position os director of the Ontorio Institute

for Studies in Education. In an article in Education for a Global

Persp.ective he argues that teaching toward a global perspective

represents 0 massive shift from eorlier conceptions about knowledge

and its acquisition. Faced with a flood of knOWledge some scholars

are coping by shifting to "horizontolity"; thot is, they are considering

their contributions in the context of other academic disciplines. When

it comes to training teachers, however, problems arise. According to

Pitman, faculties of educatlon have never been quite accepted by
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academic leaders. The perception of rigorous scholarship that

surrounds other disciplines has not been extended to faculties of

educati on. Pitman argues that thi s perception has not a"owed teacher

education to make this horizontal shlft.

Neverthelessl Pitman does see the beginnings of changed

attitudes as some environmental courses are being offered to teacher

candidates for credit. He belleves that, ln spHe of the roadblocks

which exist l global education will come:

There is no choi ce if the schoolis to be part of the Iearni ng web

of the community. And any learning that is connected directly

to human survi va I wlll have an inte IIectua I and spi rl tua I energy

thot wi II not be suppressed. (p. 6)

The problems for teacher training that Pitman spoke about were

olso noted in a paper presented to the ASCD (Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Development). In that paper, "Bringing a

Global Perspective to Our Nation's Curricula: The Role of the

University" (Broyles Bogdon, Ponder, & Hammill, 1992)1 the presenters

concluded that there were problems to be overcome at the faculties of

education. GenerallYI global education courses were not port of the

program for teacher training. Professors in these programs cited not

enough time l no clear meaning or direction, no conceptual framework

and personal unpreparedness as some of the reasons global education

courses had not taken shape. The presenters of this paper arguedl

however, that the time for change is at hand.

Classroom experiences show great potential for the connections
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bet'vveen 9Ioba I edueat1on and 1nterd1 se1 p11 nary content

experi entiaI IearningJ cooperative Iearning J techno logy

integrationJand community involvement. In additionJglobal

educotion draws on a holistic approach in developing the

capacity of the student both intellectually and emotionally to

cope with continuous chonge. (Anderson cited in Broyles et ol.J

1992J pp. 1-2)

In this sectionJI have put forward the ideas of some advocates

of global education. Their views on what is valuable in education

harmonizeJI believeJwith mine. There are many examples to support

the integration of knowledgeJthe celebration of peaceJthe sharing of

teaching and learning roles ond the empowerment of studentsJ

teochers ond porents through ossessment ond evoluotion. I noted

earl i er that these personal val ue ideos were he Id together by a search

for personal meaning in my work. Also noted eorlier wos the ideo thot

the global education movement was held together by a sense of shared

stewardship for this planet. My search for meaning in my work led me

to the globol educotion movement. That search allowed me to

understand thot globol educotion is bosed upon humon stewordship for

the planet. Thi s understandi ng in turn poi nted out that persono I

meaning in one's work can spring indeed from intrapersonal sourcesJ

such as stewardshi p.

Values Education

In the preceding section I noted that the modern world can be
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defined as interdependent, swi ft IY changi ng, cri si s ri dden, and

mechanistic. The educators that were cited in that section saw a

variety of needs flowing from such a world. A new vision of schooltng

was called for. In this vision the understanding of self in relation to

others end to the environment is essentiel. Students have an intrinsic

interest in their education. The curriculum is holistic, not

fragmented. There is a sense of community, of being on a shored

journey, and the interconnectedness of everything on the planet is

stressed.

I also noted that the values of the vision of world stewardship

through schooling promoted by global educators harmonize with my

values of personal meaning through teaching and learning. The

reciprocal relationship between these two value systems creates a

strong value base for this curriculum. Instead of basing the

curriculum on the velues of one person, the value positions of other

people also inform the curriculum. This shared focus gives agency for

communicatlon. At first the communication exists only in the mind of

the teacher as she "speaks" and "ltstens" to other educators through

their publ1shed works. As the curriculum develops through practice,

however, from the interactions of other teachers working with it, the

communication will move from being a solitary experience to being an

experi ence shared through conversatl ons whi ch will aIIow for

questioning of value positions. The answers to these questions and the

posing of new ones will constantly revitalize the values that are at

the base of this curriculum. Such revitalization, I belteve, wi II give
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the curriculum strength.

Thot strength, nevertheless, will exist only in the reolm of

1deos un Iess these vo Iues con be tought and Iearned and the teachi ng

ond leorning evoluoted. Severol outhors hove brought insights on how

to meet this chollenge, os hove the writers of The Common Curriculum

(Mlnlstry of Educotlon ond Troining, Ontorio, 1995).

One writer ls Allan Harrls who wrote Teaching Morality and

Rellgi.Qn (1976). He orgues that indeed values con be taught and

assessed. Horris sow the understonding of self ond its relotionship to

understondlng others os pivotol. This understondlng begins when

students ore tought to see emotions os on importont ond necessory

part of themselves. When they can understand thelr own feelings from

a ratlonal perspectlve as well as through the emotlonal realm, they

can work towelrd understanding the feelings of others. In addition,

students ore tought to get in touch wi th thei r needs ond 1nterests os

well os those of others. Such leorning however, Horris orgues, connot

toke place without 0 context and that context ls provided by lessons ln

scl ence, hi story, geography and language.

AII thi s Ieelrnl ng nevertheIess will helve little impelct if it is not

communicoted. To thls end, Horrls odvocotes clossrooms thot ore rlch

in dialogue. But here olso there are lessons to be taught and learned.

The stUdy of the 10glc of morol longuoge ls essentlol. StUdents need to

know how such ideos os good or evi I con be defined. They olso need to

be aware of si tUeltions where a mora I jUdgement is needed. Harri s

contends that complacency too often blurs the plcture. He glves elS eln
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example situations where women are considered inferior to men. In

the classroom that Harris envisioned, the place of women in society

would provide the opportunity for a lively discussion. He saw the

teaching and learning passing through three stages. Discussion was

followed by judgement-making, with action as the final stage.

During discussion periods students would learn how to

communicate with a wide range of people. Harris viewed this as most

important because he felt that without that fluent communication a

person does not have the opportunity to understand their own feelings,

needs and interests, nor do they get the opportunity to understand

those of others.

Discussion is followed by jUdgement-making. Harris argues that

once a jUdgement is made it must be followed by a course of action.

Commitment is on essential ingredient here. If the commitment is not

strong it wi II not stand the force of side effects. To return to the

earlier scenario: If students decided that society sU11 saw women as

inferior to men they might decide to use only inclusive language as one

way of combating that stereotype. If, however, students were

ridiculed by others they might either abandon or maintain the language

bosed on their commitment to the jUdgement they made.

Evaluating the learning is also important. Harris advocates the

setti ng up of criteri a whi ch will provi de the opportunity for both

students and teachers to examine the effects of action on the feelings,

needs and interests of themselves find others. These classifications

could highlight the need for further knowledge, discussion, jUdgement
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and action. Harris firmly believes that this method of evaluation will

ollow students ond their teochers to become more skilled ond

therefore more thoughtful jUdgement mokers tlS they foce the

consequences of their tlctions.

Mtlrtin Buber (cited in Cohen, 1983) is tln tluthor who htls written

on the teoching and evoluoting of values. He, like Horris, sow the

understonding of the self ond its relotionship to others os the core of

volues educotion. In every person, he orgues, is 0 conception of being.

As life is lived, choices must be made. Individuals can realize thot 0

vtll ue hos been co lied into octi on when they see the outcome of thot

choice either tlilowing the person to move olong toword tlll thot they

could be, toword the good, or frustroting them in the oHempt. Buber

does not see thot there ore permanent va Iue systems. Rather, there is

the responsibi IHy to act toward being a blessing: to onself and to the

community in which one lives (p. 47).

The context of this tetlching ond leorning for Buber lies in the

greot spirituol documents of the culture. He olso odvocotes thot

students stUdy science to the limHs of humon knowledge ond when

they arrive there consider the threshold on which they are standing.

StUdents olso need to goin knowledge of how to porticipote in diologue.

The teacher's role in volues education is of great importance to

Buber. He orgues thot the teocher must flrst understond thot there is

o zone: a sphere of the "between" where two humans meet. In that

zone a relationship is established. It is here that a person remoins

true to her whole person and it is here where that person reaches out
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to form a relationship with another. In the Walter Kaufmann

translation of Martin Buber's I and Thou (1970) the following is stated:

"In the perfect relationship my You embraces my self without being it;

my limited recognition is merged into a boundless being recognized"

(p. 148).

Buber stresses that it is essential for both teaching and

learning that this relationship exist. Buber also states that the

teacher must inspire students to be courageous in telking on the burden

of living so that they can become one of the bui Iding blocks for the

uni ty of humanki nd. Cohen ( 1983) quotes Buber from a 1918 lecture

"Zion and Youth": 'The eternal hope of human felicity is youthJ upon

which mankind chances time after time" (p. 69).

Ski lis in analysis are the main evaluation tools concerning

va lues for Buber. With these skill s Iearned and practised students can

refine their experiences. As Cohen (1983) explains:

Buber passes harsh jUdgement on the authoritative teacher

....who perceived his task as the mere transmission of

information in the form of maximsJ laws and principles the

chi Id was required to receive and to learn by rote...the child

was reduced to being a receptacle of SUbject matter whose

nature was determined by adult values....the child was

expected to accept. .. and...to conform. (p.32)

Rather than this conformity Buber proposes that chi Idren learn

to manipUlate information and learn to draw their own conclusions

from it. As Cohen states: "{Thisl pedagogy gives scope to the child's
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personal experience and encourages him to develop by means of

experimentation and self-expression" (p. 33).

The teocher's porticipotion os 0 role model wos of greot

signHiconce to Buber. The finol evoluotlon l howeverl resided with the

student. Wei nstein (1975) expresses Buber's thought in thi s way: "He

taught that youth must try to translate its relationship to truth into

the reality of its own life and stand ready to answer for a" (p. 71).

Getting in touch with the self is also a strong theme in the work

of Sylvia Ashton-Warner (1969). Creating a holistic curriculum was

onother importont ospect of her work with young Moori chi Idren.

In the ideos presented by Harri s ond Buber there is 0 sense of an

articulate group of students who can with guidance express

themselves with ever-growing ski II and who can make jUdgements and

consider the consequences. But there are other groups of children who

have not had the IHe experiences that would allow them to participate

in volues educotion where longuoge obility is so importont. The group

of primary-age Maori children thot Sylvio Ashton-Worner writes about

is one grouPI but there are many other children of 011 ages who need to

Iearn about val ues in the ways that she advocates.

This teocher from New Zeolond believes thot eoch chi Id hos 0

creotive side ond 0 destructive side. She sees the teocher's role as

thot of one who ollows the creotive side of the child's noture to grow.

If thot hoppensl she orguesl the destructive side wi II atrophy. She

tells uSI or possibly warns uSI that the inner world that emerges is

unpredictable and varied. Often this emerging world is violent but
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when the violence burns ofC creetive experiences hove the possibllity

of occurring. The children express themselves with telk, dreme,

making pictures or models end, through using the words unleashed by

their creative naturel they learn to read.

When it comes to evaluation of the values developed from her

approach, Sy Ivi a Ashton-Warner looks to the chi Idren and thei r

actions. She sees in them a value system strongly linked to positive

action as their creative notures grow toward an integroted

personality. She exploins her evaluation this way: "I see the creative

channel swelling and undulating like an artery with the blood pumping

through. And as it settles, just like any other organic arrangement in

nature, it spreads out into an harmonious whole" (p. 166).

Besed on my experience, allowing chi Idren to create, especially

through music and droma, does allow them to "shift" some of the

burdens they carry. This shifting quite often, much to their surprise,

lets in laughter and fun. The harmonious whole that Ashton-Warner

speaks about often is not seen in a 10-month school yearl and yet

there is a dai Iy sense wi th some students thot they ere seei ng the

world and their place in it as less heavy a burden.

Harris, Buber and Ashton-Warner all see values as a set of ideas

that can be taught l Iearned and eva Iuated. The wri ters of The Common

Curriculum (Ministry of Education and Training l Ontariol 1995) also

hold this view. In the document their commitment to the teaching,

learningl assessment and evaluation of values is made evident. The

first principle of education states:
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Learnlng lnvolves developlng values as well as knowledge and

ski lis....Although schools do not play the prlmary role ln

developing chi Idren's values, they communlcate a strong

message about values both through the curriculum, and through

the otti tudes ond behovi our thot ore demonstroted ond

encouraged. (p.16)

The values that are at the heart of this curriculum...reinforce

democrotic rights ond responsibi lities ond ore common to memy

foiths and cultures. They are based on a fundomental bellef ln

the worth of aII persons, a recognition of the interdependence

of humon beings and the environment, and 0 belief in the

inherent value of all forms of Ilfe in nature. They should help

aII students deve Iop a poslti ve sense of se If and respect and

concern for others, as well os a sense of belonging ln the

community, 0 sense of sociol responslbllity, a commitment to

democrocy and humon rights, and 0 love of leorning. It is

importont to note that these volues wi II not be developed in

isolotion but wlll form on integrol port of students' learning os

they explore vorious areos of knowledge ond relote them to

problems in everydoy life. (p. 17)

This quote indicates the fundamental emphasis that the Ministry

of Educotion ploces on the learning of values. This, in turn, places the

responsibi lity for providing that learning on the teocher. The

outcomes specHy that responslblllty. For example in the section

entitled "Self and Soclety" these outcomes ore called for: "By the end
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of Grode 3, students wi II identify some of their interests ond volues

ond some importont relotionships in their lives" (p. 86). "By the end of

Grade 6 students wi II also identify personal behaviour that is shaped

by famlly values and by bellefs and by the lnfluence of peers" (p. 86).

"By the end of Grade 9 students will also analyze and illustrate the

woys in which personal values are reflected in their decisions and

sense of i denti ty" (p. 86).

The educators cited in this section conclued thot there ore woys

of both teachlng and assessing values. Educators who promote values

education, global educators and myself. all value the integratlon of

knowledge, the celebration of peace, the sharing of teacher/learner

roles ond the empowerment of ossessment and evoluation. Exomples

of the views of volues educators cited in this section suggest such

links. The views of these educators also show how these volues con be

implemented. In other words, they set out guidelines toward the goals

of makl ng persona I meanl ng from teachi ng and Iearni ng and creat1ng a

culture of stewardshlp for our planet.

Assessment and EYaluation

The imoge of the teocher, red morldng pen in hond, the supreme

knowledge keeper, meting out rewards and punishments to less

knowledgeable stUdents, is not the image that this curriculum is

striving towards. This global education curriculum is built upon a set

of values that distonces it from such a scenario. In this section I will

develop onother picture of the teacher ond her students as they use the
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currlculum as an lntegral part of assessment and evaluation rather

than as somethlng apart that must submlt ltself to these processes.

Assessment and eva Iuat1on are 1ndeed two separate processes.

However, the words "assessment" and "evaluatlon" ore often used

lnterchangeably. The wrlters of The Common Currlculum (Mlnlstry of

Educatlon and Trainlng, Ontario, 1995) note that there ls a slgnificant

difference between these words:

Assessment: The collection of data about student achievement,

usl ng a varl ety of means and procedures. (p. 21)

Evaluation: The making of jUdgements or decisions on the

basis of the data collected in the assessment process. (p. 22)

As noted earller, the currlculum that 1S part of th1S project 1S

based upon my value perspectives which include the integration of

knowledge. the celebration of peaceful eXistence, partnerships in

learning, and empowerment of students in assessment and evaluation.

Assessment and evaluation have, however, a long hlstory of

belonging to the teacher and to soclety at large--not to the student. It

was. and in many cases still ls, the teacher's responslblllty to attach

a grade to student progress. Gordon F. Vars (1993) cltes Dyer (1989):

He (Dyer) suggested that the system continues because people

embrace the following highly questlonoble principles: (1) grades

adequately symbolize academic progress, (2) grades are

objective (Le., rel1able and valid). and (3) grades ore uniform

and consistent. He identifled three reasons why conventional
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morking systems continue: trodition, feor of chonge, ond

convenience.... Indeed it hos been osserted thot we hove creoted

a generation of "grade junkies," who will do nothing in school

unless it is rewarded by a grade. (p.339)

Society at large also looks to grades or levels ach1eved in

standardized tests as indicators of student growth in learning.

Francois Casos ond Diane Meaghem (1995) argue that the recent return

to stondordized testing is on exomple of the public looking ot the

wrong evldence in thelr search for 1ndlcators of educatlonal quality.

Casas and Meaghan assert that standardized testing, rather than

help1ng to evaluate educat10nal quality, puts students, teachers and

schools in 0 position where, insteod of the quality of school programs

being evaluoted, individual leorners are being measured to find out

how well or poorly they compore to other leorners.

When standardlzed tests are used to measure student against

student, Casas and Meaghan suggest that thls practlce leads to

teachers and schools also being measured ogoinst each other. When

the students, the teochers ond the schools ore seen os meosuring up or

measuring down, these two authors argue that 0 business paradigm is

in use. This porodigm ollows the students to be thought of as products

of schooling who show, through the results of standardized tests, how

well the "buslness" 1s functlonlng.

Casas and Meaghan exp Iai n:

The chief reoson why stondordized tests should not be used for

ossessing the quollty of educotion is that we need to measure
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the effect of particular programs. For example, we want to

know how well tI retlding progrtlm is working. When we try to

evaluate the progrtlm by employing standtlrdized achievement

tests, we are using a measuring device designed to see how

individual learners compare wlth each other. (p. 18)

It is difficult for both the teacher t1nd the students to break

aWtly from a system where grading and sttlndardized testing are

considered by many, the general public and some teachers and students

as we II, to be indi cators of growth in Iearni ng. In fact, Barbara

Benham Tye (Tye & Tye, 1992), quoted in on earlier section, describes

the marking system in schools as belonging to the deep structure that

is most highly resistant to change.

Views of the Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation,

quoted by Jo Oppenheimer (1990), also assert that the system of

evaluation needs change:

Many teachers, early in their careers, develop a repertoire of

evaluation methods that meet their professional needs but may

be Iimlted to a small range of possiblllties. Often, teachers

grow in other facets of their role but may not explore all of the

possible approoches to student evaluation. (p. 125)

Systems of assessment and evaluation that consist mainly of

marking and testing also do not allow students the possibility of

va Iul ng error. Se Ima Wassermann ( 1989) caut1ons teachers against

using evaluation strategies that do not find value in error. In such

classrooms, she argues, the teacher becomes disappointed and angry
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when students moke mistokes. Often, she osserts, these feelings on

the part of the teacher lead to punitive and harshly critical evaluation

practices being put into place. Wasserman states:

We cannot, of course, empower chi Idren with practices which

are rooted in punishment for errors, for such practices give the

very opposite results. Instead of empowering them, we make

them afraid to trYI afraid to take risks, for fear that "they wi II

be wrong"....1f we teachers want to heIp chi Idren to grow

strong in thei r courage to trYI we ought to thi nk seri ous IYof

giving error a new role in our classroom practices - learning to

value it, encouraging children to use "trial and error" as a

noturol mode of leorning. Trying what is new cannot be

accomplished perfectly at the first attempt: without allowing

fori encouraging and valuing error, we wi II never have major

breakthroughs into new know Iedge. (p. 234)

The Ministry of Education and Training in Ontario has,

nevertheless, attempted to foster another way of assessing and

evoluating student growth in learning in The Common Curriculum

(1995). In this document it is argued that the basis for evaluoting the

ochievement of students and for evaluoting the effectiveness of school

programs should be the outcomes that are contained in that document.

The 10 essential outcomes (Ministry of Education and Training,

1995, pp. 25-29) and a brief outline of the expectations that the

writers of this curriculum called for are listed below:

1. Communicate effectively.
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2. Solve problems and make responsible decisions using

critical and creative thinking.

3. Use technology effectively.

4. Demonstrote on understonding of the worl d os 0 set of

re Ioted systems.

5. App IYthe ski II s needed to work and get along wi th other

people.

6. Participate as responsible citizens in the life of the local,

national ond globol communities.

7. Explore educotionol ond coreer opportunities.

8. Apply aesthetic jUdgement in everyday life.

9. Make wise and safe choices for healthy living.

10. Use the ski lis of learning to learn more effectively.

These brood outcomes have been organized into focus oreas.

These areas are not the sUbjects that were formerly a part of Ministry

documents. Insteod, the four progrom oreas in The Common Curriculum

are:

1. The Arts;

2. Language;

3. Mathematics, Science and Technology; and

4. Personol and Social Studies: Self and Society.

Eoch one of these progroms hos been ossigned specific outcomes for

the ends of grades 3, 6 and 9. The expectotions ore explicit:

AII students are expected to achi eve aII the speci fi c outcomes

described for the four program areas. For this reason, all
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progrom oreos must receive ottention in eoch yeor of the

student's educotion. Thi s requi rement does not mean that on

equal number of hours must be allocated to each area; ratherl

program areas should be integrated to achieve a balanced

curriculum. (p. 31)

StUdents need to be owore of these outcomes that they wi II be

expected to ochi eve. Thi s oworeness wi II he Ip them to di agnose thei r

work in the light of Ministry expectotions.

Integration is also a theme for Lorna Earl and Andy Hargreavesl

who prepared a research review 1 Rights of Passagi (1990). In the

review they looked at innovative programs for students aged 11 to 14.

When it comes to ossessment ond eva Iuati on they argue:

Diagnosis and motivation are...the prime purposes of

assessment from the particulor standpoint of student needs in

the Transition Vears.... Integrating new assessment strategies

into curriculum and learning is one of the greatest practical and

conceptual leaps to be made in assessment reform. (pp. 150 1

143)

They also make it cleorl nonetheless} that throwing out previous

methods of ossessment is not coiled for. Whot is coiled for is on

amalgam of old and new methods that focus on empowering stUdents

rather than on discouraging or falsely inflating them.

In my curriculum} I believe this amalgam exists. At the

beginning of the year the teacher is more in charge of assessment and

evoluotion thon she is ot the end of the yeor. Throughout the yeor

lessons are taught and discussions held on why it is important to
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"own" your learning and what such "ownership" looks like. The same

ski lis that are taught for research (collecting datal organizing data

and making meaning from that orgenizetion) ere used to meke meening

from assignments. In other words the studentsl in partnership with

thei r teocher ond other students I reseorch thei r Ieorni ng. Duri ng the

year the students keep a working portfolio of 011 their ossignments.

Several times during the year the students meet with their teacher to

di scuss thei r Ieorni ng. To prepore for these di scussi ons I they prepare

o "show portfollo." This portfolio is used to support the statements

they make obout their leerning. During this conferencel the students

olso bring their TSD (Thoughtful Self-Direction) plens so thet goal

sett ing con be port of the di scussi on.

AII student work is part of the data shared by my students ond

me. When I give the students an ossignment thot wi II be teacher

evoluatedl it is occomponied by on informotion poge thot outlines whot

on "A" wi II look like. For exomplel in the event in the curriculum on

integrotionl the students were osked to creelte 0 doctor's journol.

When thi sassi gnment was gi ven outl the students were aIso gi ven the

following:

Doctor's Journal A+

The person (the doctor) wriHng the journol "comes out" of the

writing. Causes I symptomsl treotment ond outcome of the diseose

are explained. Spelling and sentence structure are correct.

Presentation (book I folderl etc,) is appropriate to the life of the

doctor.
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I evoIuote the ossi gnment ond ottoch 0 grodi ng to it. When the

oss1 gnment 1s returned to the student, 1t 1s thei r respons1 b11i ty to see

me and discuss the reasons for the grading. As the year progresses,

the students become more skilled at evaluating their work and are able

to set realistic goals for improvement.

Porents olso need to be mode oware of the changing roles of the

teacher and the students. Douglas Holly (1972) gave a p1cture of

parent att1tudes that I contend have not chonged substanti 0 II yin the

intervening years:

Whi Ie many teachers are looking for ways to reoch the parents,

many parents do not find it easy to talk to teachers. When one

considers the parents' own probable experience of school this is

hardly surprising. Working-class parents in particular will have

memories of boredom, fear and tyranny, or, at best a kindly

condescensi on. They will vi ew the prospect of confrontation

with understandable apprehension. But more important sti II,

they will find it extremely dHficult to see what the "new"

education is about. If for them school has been an experience of

mutual rejection they wi II tend to consider even real changes as

one more ottempt to put somethi ng over on them....The

difficulty of comprehension is even greater for parents who feel

they owe something to the tradi tiona I system... .The teachers

are talking about discovery, involvement, self-sufficiency: you

want to hear about standards, sanctions, resu Its. (pp. 117-118)

The parents that Holly wrote about were not able to develop a
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sense of ownership toward their own school experiences nor the

schoo I experi ences of thei r chi Idren. I be Ii eve Ii ttl e has changed.

meet the parents descri bed by Ho II y every year. Years of negative

reports on the education system through the medi a have aIso made

many parents distrustful toward the school. A sense of ownership

needs to be developed in the parents and also in their chi Idren if we,

as educators, are to be successful in developing positive learning

environments for children. Shared ownership of the tasks of

assessment and evaluation are essential to the development of such an

environment. I believe that relationships must be forged, started by

the teacher, between the home and the school.

What I propose goes beyond "showing off" the work of students

to their parents. It means a true sharing among all the stakeholders in

the learning environment of children. The parents are important

stakeholders. Their part in the education of their chi Idren needs to be

emphasized. Meetings, especially at the beginning of the school year,

are most important. Wi th aII the parents present, the curri cu Ium

should be presented. At this time assessment and evaluation methods

need to be clearly expla1ned. Of spec1al importance is the role of the

parent as a partner in learning with the student and the teacher. There

is also the need for regUlar meetings with individual parents to give

the students an opportunity to share both their successes and concerns

wi th thei r parents.

These meetlngs and the partnerships that have the possibility of

developing from these meetings will allay much of the fear that both
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students and their parents experience at formal report times. Neither

the students nor their parents will receive information that they were

not aware of before the report card came home. In my vi ew, instead of

the several formal reports that are generated by teachers over the

school year (usually four) there would be two formal reports--one at

midyear and one at the end of the school year. As well as these formal

reports, I suggest several informal meetings over the school year

where parents, students and their teachers meet. During those

meetl ngs aII the peopIe present di scuss both cogniti ve and affective

development and set up strategies for meeting positive goals in both

domains. At year end, the parents, the teachers and the student

develop a summative evaluation of the year's progress. Such a system

wou Id requi re a great dea I of commi tment and hard work from aII

those involved. The outcomes, however, of such an endeavour would be

empowering and not defeating as so many assessment and evaluation

practices are. With a system such as I have described in this chapter,

the students cou Id escape from the vi ew that they are Iabe II ed, the

teacher could escape from the role of the one who owns the labels, and

the parents wou Id no longer be confused as to what the Iabe Is meant.

The success of the method of assessment and evaluation

outlined here rests upon the idea that both these functions are

grounded in research. The stUdents, the teachers and parents collect

data about the learning experiences in the classroom and in the home.

These data are characterized as dynamic rather than static. The

energy that this dynamic information contains allows for growth
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through empowerment of all those engaged in the endeavour.

Th1S sect10n dealt spec1f1cally with one value position: the 1dea

that the process of evaluatlon, and indeed assessment, must move

away from a jUdgmental stance to become an avenue for

self-empowerment for the teacher, the student and parents. The

strategies for empowering assessment and evaluation described in

thi s chapter will aII ow for the integrati on of know Iedge. For examp Ie,

when students assess and evaluate their portfolios, they wi II have

many opportun1 ties to see the Iinks between the content of thi s

curriculum and olso the links that exist between learning strategies.

The idea of interchangeable roles of teacher and learner is a

possibility as well with the assessment and evaluation procedure I

have outlined. The student not only teaches herself about her learn1ng,

she teaches her teacher and her parents. When this occurs, the teacher

and the parents become learners as they interact with the student.

It may seem that the notlon of celebroting peace 1S being

"stretched" to suggest that there are 11 nks between thi s 1dea and the

strategies I have put forward for assessment and evaluation. And yet,

assessment and evaluatlon strategies often lead to bitter

confrontotions when the teacher holds the power over the student and

the parents. The strategies, however, that hove been recommended in

this section wi II, I believe, eliminate the need for confrontation. I

would suggest that this lock of confrontation, if nothing else, provides

a peaceful environment in which to stUdy peace.

This section is the final one in the chapter concerning my value
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posltions. The preceding sections hove ottempted to demonstrote how

my volue perspectives hove been instrumentol in choosing the ideos

that have been placed in the curriculum I created.

The next chapter is concerned with the values of my students.

Using action researchl I suggest their value positions and look at how

their values provided me with knowledge obout my values and obout

the curri cu Ium.



CHAPTER TWO: VALUES FROM STUDENTS" PERSPECTIVES

Action Resenrch

I began my research with ideas about what I wanted to

accomplish and ideas about how I would go about the task. The ideas

about the issues I wanted to stUdy were clear; the ideas about how I

would accomplish the reseorch were less so. I wonted to find out

some of the volues that my students held so thot I could determine if

there was a place of intersection between my volues ond the volues of

my stUdents. The event in the curriculum thflt focused on family and

group values seemed to be on opportune place to position the research.

I thought that while we were stUdying the family groups of early

Ontariol we would also participate in a small stUdy of our own groups

in the classroom. Using the data that we collected from our historical

stUdy and the data from stUdying ourselves l we could draw some links

from the present to the post or possibly find out that no links existed.

Also from the datfl collected about our group interactions in the

classrooml I surmised that some of the stUdents' values and my values

cou Idemerge.

If there was a pIace of intersection for our val ues I then those

intersecting values would offer some ideas to address the di lemma

outlined on the first page of this project. These intersecting values

would also allow me to assess and evaluate whether the curriculum

wos the appropriate vehicle for putting my curriculum ideas into

62
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proctice. The volues thot did not intersect could olso be sources of

important information. They too could give me some insights into the

lnitlal dllemma of thls project, as well as provldlng me with ldeas

about the curri cu Iurn.

I chose action research methodology for two reasons. The first

reason was that I could accompl1sh this method with what was at

hand--my students and myself. The second reason was my

understanding that this approach to research was straightforward.

This understanding came from some earlier course work I had

completed on action research and from writers such as Stephen

Kemmls (Kemmls & McTaggart,1988). He cites Lewln: "Actlon

research, according to Lewin, 'conslsted in analysis, fact-findlng,

conceptuol1zation, planning, more fact-finding, or evaluatlon; and then

o repetition of this whole circle of activities'" (p. 29).

My question wos to find out if 0 ploce of intersection existed

for my volues ond the volues of my students. I chose severol dato

collection methods hoping they would give me the insights I wos

looking for. The stralghtforwardness that I anticipated, however, did

not appear os the research progressed. The foil OWl ng descri pti on of

the research gives evidence of its divergent path.

Val ues Research Using Groups

Method

Par-licigants. The students who participoted with me in this

research were all in grade B in a senior public school. There were
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three grades (6 to 8) and approximately 700 students in the school. My

class participatedl with the addition of two studentsl a girl and a bOYI

from a speci 01 class I who were bei ng integrated into the regu lor class.

There were 29 students in the regular class--13 boys and 16 girls.

Twenty-five of the students were 13 years oldl 3 were 12 1 and 1 was

14. One student had been declared behaviourally exceptional because

of social problems. This stUdent had a teacher's assistant assigned to

him who came into the cless to help on e reguler basis. The 2 students

from the special education class hed specific leernin~1 difficulties.

One hod problems in processing informotion; the other wos both

leorning disabled and gifted. All of the chi Idren hod worked in groups

on several occasions before this research took place.

Physical classroom context. The classroom was part of a

large open area wah enough space for four traditionel clossrooms.

The room was roughly divided into four oreos with a variety of

portitions between them. Three other teochers ond their closses

shared the open area. During work periods there was movement

between the classes when students worked with studl3nts from other

classes on their assignments.

Classroom management context. The cIossroom is

orgoni zed around a se If -manogement pIon cell ed TSD (Thoughtfu I

Self-Direction). At the beginning of eoch week the students set

leorning gools for themselves. They write those goals on a planning

sheet. After directed lessons are teught throughout the weekI the

students have TSD time (usuaII y about an hour each day). They
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orgoni ze thei r ossi gnments on the pi onni ng sheet ond work toword

completing their ossignments with their leorning gools in mind. At

the end of the week they reflect on their goals in the light of what

they have accompIi shed duri ng the week. I co IIect these pi anni ng

sheets weekly and give comments in writing to the students on their

planning.

Curriculum context. At the time of the reseorch the students

hod been in school 7 weeks from the beginning of the school yeor in

September. We had completed two events in Unit One. The first event

concerned the American Revolution. The goal of this event was that

students come to understand that war both generates and so Ives

problems. The second event wos obout the United Empire Loyolists.

The goal of this event was thot students come to understond that

nationol loyolty hos both positive ond negotive ospects. The third

event, and the event that the research was linked to, was called Early

Ontario Families. The goal of this event was that students come to

understand thot working in 0 group is integral to positive family and

community structure, 0 structure which empowers its members to

deal with inevitoble change and conflict.

The ideo thot groups of people orgonize themselves for 0 voriety

of purposes hod been a part of our discussions in the two earlier

events. The students were exposed to the ideo that strong belief

systems can change lives in radical ways. Through fictional

representat ions of the times ond through outobi ographi ca I ond

biogrophicol texts, this notion of the power of volues wos put forword.
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At the time we were finishing the second event and preparing to

start the third) I came across a newspaper article about a woman from

Rwanda. She had escaped from Rwanda to Canada but had been forced

to leave her chi Idren behind. With the help of certain agencies) mainly

in Toronto) her chi Idren were oble to join her in Canada. One of the

women who had played a large part in this reunification was a teacher

in Toronto. I contacted her to flnd out if there was a possibi lay that

the woman described in the newspoper orticle could come ond speok to

our students. This proved to be possible) and the Rwandan refugee

came to the schoo I) accompani ed by one of her chi Idren) to speak about

her life. She spoke in French) but such was the power of her presence

ond her messoge thot 011 of us) with vorying degrees of foci lity in the

French languogel took owoy informotion thot wos current and stork in

its outhenti ci ty.

I knew a week in advance that our vi si tor from Rwanda wou Id be

comi ng. We were just fi ni shi ng the event on the Uni ted Empi re

Loyalists and I was considering how I could integrate Early Ontario

Families with the visa of a refugee from Africa. I decided that the

links between the lives of 0 fomily in modern Africo ond the lives of

historical fami lies from this province would be tenuous at best and

meaningless at worst. What seemed to be a more promising

framework in which to position our visitor was a stUdy of families

from around the world. Such a stUdy) I surmised) would allow the

students to meet the gool of this event which wos to come to

understand thot working in 0 group ond focing the chollenges of dealing
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with change and conflict in a constructive way is integral to positive

family and community structure. To this end. I put together an

alternative event where the students studied modern families from

China. Canada. Haiti and. of course. Rwanda.

When I was planning the data collection methods for the

stUdents. I knew I wanted them to think about their experiences in

groups os well as stUdying about the lives of other people as they lived

in groups. I surmised that if the students worked in groups stUdying

the group process. they could isolate certain attributes of group

dynamics from their stUdy and use these attributes as a basis for a

discussion about the goal of this event: that the students come to

understand thot working in 0 group effectively is integral to positive

family and community structure.

To foci litote the students' understanding of the group process. I

devised an activity designed to focus the students' attention on

working in a group. Whi Ie the students were working through this

task, I planned to do interviews ond to keep a doily journal.

Procedure

Day_l. I brought 0 II the students (31) together and exp Ioi ned to

them that we were going to be stUdying groups. Before we could do

that. I pointed out that we needed to think about the large group within

Which we were working: school; specifically, I wanted them to think

about what they needed from school. I also wanted them to consider

what changes we, as individuals and as e group. could make to meet
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those needs. Each student made two 11sts--one about what they felt

they needed from school, and the other about changes that could be

made to meet those needs. When the 11sts were completed I collected

them. I spread aII of the lists out and copi ed down each item to make

two large lists. The first list contained all the students' ideas about

needs; the second list contained all the students' ideas about changes

they felt could be made to meet those needs. Each 11st was then

examlned agaln and Hems that could be termed "doubles" were deleted.

For example, if a student noted that partners could give help and

another student stated that others in the cIass cou Id he Ip them, I

wrote the two items as one, saying that partners could help. I also

noted how many times the ldea had been glven by the students. In the

prevlous example about partners, I noted that three students had

expressed this ideo. I mode photocopies of these two lists for the

students.

Day...2.. Agai n the students met as a cIass group. I asked them

to form themselves into groups of four for a group investigation. The

two students from the special closs were not able to link up with any

of the students from the regUlar class, possibly because they lacked

the conti dence and the soci aI ski II s to approach these other students.

These two students asked me if they cou Id work together as a group

ond I 01 lowed them to do so. As we begon the research, there were

seven groups of four students and one group of two. When the groups

were set up I I dl stri buted an out 11 ne of the 1nvestigat1on to each group

and a copy of the collated 11sts I had made from their ldeas on needs
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ond chonges from the previous doy (See Appendix B). At this initiol

group meeting the students were osked to reod over the instructions

for the group investlgati on and then to cut up the co IIated Ii sts,

discuss criteria for developing categories, and place the ideas from

the lists that supported those cotegories into them. These

clossifications were then placed on poster boords. I olso storted a

journal about the investigation on this day.

Days 3 to 15. The students met together eoch doy for vorying

periods of tlme. Each group decided how much time was needed to

discuss how the group was progressing. The student groups worked

wi thi n the Iimi ts of TSD times (about 1hour a day). The time spent on

this group evoluotion voried from group to group and from doy to dOY.

Groups met ot different times of the school doy, either in 0 section of

the open area or in the school librory. I continued my journal eoch

evening, writing my perceptions of the day. I also had interviews with

several groups of students on most days and kept some notes on those

intervi ews.

Day...1.§.. On this, the lost doy of the reseorch, I osked eoch

indi vi duo I student to make 0 graphic representation of thei r

experience in the group. The students did not discuss this work with

other members of thei r group or wi th other members of the cIass.

They were directed to make an oval and write their perceptions of the

experience, using words or phrases, on the inside of the ovol. When

that was completed, they were asked to write what they considered

were the perceptions of others toword their group on the outside of

the oval. Arepresentation of the assignment follows:
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my impressi ons of the
/

group r /

impressi ons of others

of our group
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Post Reseerch

All of the students' work ond my journol were stored for several

months because commitments to daily classroom and extracurricular

activities became heavy. At the end of that time I reviewed the

collection of data I hod accumuloted. For the analysis I chose to use

the ovol chorts, considering thot they could provide me with sufficient

insights into the students' values. Although I was able to develop a

data base of information about the students' perceptions of being in a

group from this collection of ideas, I realized later that only one set

of perceptions was being scrutinized. The other pieces of information

I hod co IIected--the "needs" and "changes" ref Iections from the

stUdents, the notes I took during interviews with the groups os they

worked through the investigations, and my journal--were overlooked.

It was not unti I later, when I had evaluated the information gleaned

from the oval charts, that I realized these other sources of data would

strengthen the inferences made from this single source.

Results

The most significant finding of this stUdy was that there was a

place where my values and the values of my students intersected. I

based this conclusion on the data that were collected from the oval
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chorts creoted by the students, from the responses they gove to my

questions about their needs from school ond chonges thot could be

made to meet those needs, and from my journal entries. The data from

the three sets of information generated by the students (oval charts,

needs and changes charts) and my journal were analyzed several times.

The procedures for onalysis ore described below. The primary analysis

presented support for a variety of generol statements. During the

second-stoge onolysis these stotements were exomined to find out if

there were reasons why these statements had emerged. These reasons

became the base for the third state of analysis. Here, I looked for a

value that was indicated by the second-stage reasons.

Primary analysis. All of the discrete items from the oval

charts, the needs chart, the changes chart and the teacher's journal

were examined. This exominotion showed a number of ideos thot could

be grouped together by a common topi c and a common comment on that

topic. I used these ideas as categories.

1. Work is on importont focus.

2. Helping (giving and receiving) is importont.

3. Fun is 0 port of leorning.

4. Friends help in learning.

5. Talk is a tool.

6. Prob Iems occur often.

7. Problem solving is an importont strategy.

(See Appendi x Efor raw data,)
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5econd-stage analysis. At this stage, each of the categories

and the units of information that supported them were examined

separately. I looked for further insights into the categories that had

emerged. For examp Ie, I asked if there was somethi ng common about

the work that was a focus, or about the friends who helped in learning.

1. Work is an important focus. It did not seem that the work

iteslf emerged as important; it was the finishing of the work that was

the main focus. The phrase "getting work done" was used many times.

The function of the group to facllitate the completion of tasks was

also evident. In most cases the group was perceived as helping its

members to finish their work. There were, however, examples where

some members of the group were seen to hinder the involvement of the

Whole group in finishing tasks by going off and working away from the

group, by insulting group members~ and by not doing their fair share.

Getting work in on time seemed to be the primary focus of the Needs

ond Chonges reflections. The teocher's journal indicotes frustration

when work is not perceived as proceeding well~ but indicates pleosure

When the students are busil y worki ng.

2. Helping (giving and receiving) is important. In this category,

the helping revolved around the tasks that had been assigned to the

students to complete, either individually or with others. In this

category, as in the category concerning work, the idea of the group

functioning positively or negatively was also evident. When helping

was construed in a positive light, work became a shared group

enterprise where understanding, explaining, teaming were cited. When
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help1ng, however, wos not seen posit1vely 1n respect to help not be1ng

glven by the group, or 1ndeed 1n one cose not be1ng wonted, the 1deo of

gett1ng work fin1shed seemed to be the only focus. The Needs ond

Chonges reflections indicoted the reolizotion thot help wos needed ond

that stroteg1es were needed to get thot help. The teocher's journol

gives ev1dence of attempts ot help1ng on the port of the teacher whlle

ot the same t1me frustrat1on thot th1 s he Ip 1s needed. The j ourna I aIso

descr1bed on 1nstonce where the teocher exh1b1ted al1enotion when she

retreated into herself ond become "lmmob1l1zed", thereby not being

able to help the students, Throughout the analysis of the four sets of

doto, three students stood out as "oliens," students who eXhibited

diff1culties osslmlloting into 0 group, These were the students who

mode negot1ve comments obout members of the1 r group wh1 ch upset

the other students in the group, They were olso the students who

preferred to work alone, In this category concerning helping, they

were the students who focused on f1nish1ng work as the primory focus,

They also stoted thot others did not help them, One student, for

example, stated thot he had to work olone becouse with the group he

wos confused 011 the time. There wos no sense in their responses that

they shou Id he Ipothers.

3, Fun is part of learning, This category emerged in the student

responses but not in my journal. Some students sow fun as happening

before or after the serious work was attempted. Others, however, saw

fun os a part of their work, Here, as 1n the previous two categories,

the group emerged as a vehicle for this perception. Unlike the

categories of work and helping, however, where there was a positive
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and a negative connotation to the group, in this category the group was

seen posltively in almost all instances.

4. Fri ends he Ipin Iearni ng. Knowi ng others we II he Iped in

several ways. First, tasks could be engaged in quickly because the

preliminaries of getting to know other members of the group could be

dispensed wlth. All of the data from the oval charts focused on the

importance of fri ends in maki ng the group successfu I. There were no

data from the other three sources for this category.

5. Tolk is 0 tool. Tolk emerged os 0 tool for helping in leorning

tasks--for exomple, osking good questions. Tolk was olso seen as a

tool for encouraging group members to feel welcome in the group, but

talk was also perceived as a deVice for hurting one another through

unkind remarks. When talk was posltive, learning, rather than merely

completing work, was seen as an important consideration. When talk

was considered from a negative stance, however, the negativlty

impeded the completion of work and leorning wos rarely considered.

Again, It was the "alien" stUdents who made the majority of negative

comments about talk. They were not defined as aliens because of

these remarks. The negative remarks, however, showed that they

cou Id not partici pote in the verbo I gi ve-ond-take of group work whi ch

is essential for membership in a group. The Needs and Changes

reflections supported 0 positive outlook for talk. There is 0 sense in

the teacher's j ournaI of the teacher rea Ii2ing the negati ve impacts

some of her comments had or cou Id have on the students.

6. Problems occur often. In this category, the problems seemed
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to foil into two distinct sets. One set of problems could be described

os solvable. An example wos the problem cited by a student that class

time was wasted, a problem that could be overcome by using time

more efficiently. I would suggest that the perception that problems

could be solved came from the students who saw themselves as

functi oni ng members of the group. The comments from the Needs

reflections cited problems that were open to solution. The other set

of problems, unsolvoble ones so to speokl come from the students I

have described as aliens. For examplel one of these students

commented that working in a group was boring because there was no

one to talk to. There seemed to be 0 sense in the comments of these

students thot the problems they encountered were not going to chonge

through thei r interoctions wi th the group I thereby maki ng thei r

problems seem unsolvable. Tosk completion oppeared to be the focus

of this group of studentsl and the problems they encountered were

percei ved as hindering that goa I. On the other hand, the group of

students who saw problems as solvable seemed to focus on learning

rother thon only on completing tasks. These students olso sow the

other members of the group as port of the solution to problemsl

whereos the olien students not only did not see their fellow group

members as part of the solution to problems, they saw them often as

the problem ltself. The problems encountered by the teacher as

indicated in her journal seem to focus on the students and how they

are impeding her from getting her work done, by poor behaviour or by

lock of self-monogement. In one instoncel howeverl she biomes
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herself for confuslng the students.

7. Problem solvlng is an lmportant strategy. The allen students

dld not appear ln thls category. In the prevlous category concerning

problems, some reasons for thls lnabillty to conslder problems as open

to solvlng have been suggested. The students who commented on ways

to solve problems were the students who assimilated well into their

groups, and lndeed the methods they used to solve problems were group

centered. For example, one group found out what each member of the

group was good at before they began to work. The Needs and Changes

ref Iect1ons 1ndl cated that the students rea Ii zed that they had

problems thot needed to be solved ond olso thot there were many

strategies open to them to solve those problems.

The responses in my j ourna I seem to pIace me closer to the

alien students than to the assimilated students in terms of problem

so Ivi ng. The j ourna I entri es show many instances of my awareness of

problems and also an owareness that these problems needed to be

addressed. Nevertheless, 11ke the ollen students, I did not seem to be

able to consider how these problems could be solved. For example, the

problem of students not being able to start their assignments wlthout

my help was clted, but no solutlon wos ottempted. Also, my journal

entrles do not give the impression that I used the students in the

closs, my group so to speok, to help me solve the problems I

encountered. The solutions to the problems, for example ciosely

d; rect; ng the students by putting work on the blackboard, or work; ng

without a break to become organized, were all attempted alone.
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Final analysis. For this finol onolysis, I exomined the ideos

that had emerged in the second-stage ana Iysi s. I asked myseIf what

the va Iues were thot were evi dent "behi nd" these second-stage

onolysis stotements. I found six volues present. With the exception of

fun, I shored these volues with my students.

t. Learni ng is va Iued.

2. Tosk completion is vfllued.

3. Empowerment is volued.

4. Oi scussi on is vfll ued.

5. Fun is volued.

6. The group, os 0 plflce of comfort, os 0 plflce for fun, os 0

ploce for leorning obout yourself flnd others, is valued.

Discussion

The purpose of this reseorch wos to determine whether there

wos 0 ploce of intersection for my volues ond the volues of my

students. I found that this ploce did exist flnd I wos oble to support

the ideo thot there were values that I shored with the mojority of my

students. These students ond I could stort our leorning journeys from

o ploce thot held simi lor volues. But I could not ignore thot smoll

group who stood flport: the group thflt I hove termed "oliens." When I

thought obout the ottributes of this group, the ottributes of the

mojority of the students become cleorer ond indeed I wos oble to make

o con j ecture flbout the seemi ng lock of env; ronmentfll and cooperoti ve

concern I observed in my closs. The group thot stood oport sow
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themselves as having little power. Power was posited in other people

and situations. One of those situations was the completion of

classroom work. This group also saw others as having the power to

help them in solving problems, but their sense of self-empowerment

was weak.

The "nonalien" stUdents, however, showed that they had a sense

of their own power: a sense that allowed them to nurture each other

ina vari ety of ways. Thi s mindset of se If -empowerment through

colloborotion also flilowed these students to see the work of the

classroom as 0 pflrt of the continuum of leorning rather than merely 0

set of discrete tflsks to be completed for someone else.

There seemed to be two groups of people who existed in my

classroom: those who feIt empowered by group work and those Who

did not. In the group investigation described in this chapter, there was

only 0 smoll number of people thot I have suggested felt al1enoted ond

disempowered by thot sensibi Itty.

When I considered the class I initially described, however, the

class where supplies were destroyed and racism tolerated, it seemed

as if this alien sensibility leading to disempowerment was deeply

entrenched and offected all the porticlponts in the classroom. In other

words, most of the students felt empowered in small groups, but they

did not feel thot sense of power os a closs. Not only did they not feel

empowerment os a class, the notlon that closs-wide problems existed

seemed to be absent.

The reserach suggested that most of the students seemed to see
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themselves ploying two distinct roles in the clossrom: the empowered

ond empowering group member, and the disempowered member of the

entlre class. The three students who have been descrlbed as aliens,

however, took on only the role of being dlsempowered whether in the

small group or in the whole class settlng.

The research, as well as teaching me about groups, taught me

much obout oction reseorch. One of my most important findings was

that thi s type of research is not strai ghtforward.

As was outlined earlier in thls chapter, my initial ldea was to

gain some lnslghts lnto the values of my students uslng an event ln the

currlculum as a vehlcle. This inltial focus remalned intact and yet, ln

retrospect, I seemed to be movi ng along on tangents throughout the

research. Fl rst, I changed the topi c from histori ca I f amll i es to modern

fomilies to toke odvontoge of 0 reol-life situotion thot I felt would

have a powerfu I 1mpact on my students. When my intervi ew notes

were not developlng satlsfactori Iy (I was not writing enough detailed

informatlon) I decided to ask the students to do the oval reflective

chorts on the lost doy of the reseorch so thot I could get informotion

about their views on the group experience.

When the reseorch wos completed, I thought ot first thot the

oval charts would give me SUfficient information on student values to

construct a clear picture of those values. When the analysis was

completed, however, I realized that the Needs and Changes charts

might give further value perspective to the value clalms I made from

onolyzing the ovol chorts. Thls onolysis did offer further volue
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perspectlves on the students. At th1s p01nt I wondered If the entries

in my j ourna I cou Id aIso be ana Iyzed. When the j ourna I was ana Iyzed I

found that indeed values (mine) were evident.

I found resonance in the divergent path I had taken tn the work

of Jean McNiff (1988, 1993). This action researcher has based much of

her work on the ideas postulated by Jack Whitehead from the

University of Bath. She explains (1988) his action-reflection spiral in

this way:

1. I experience problems when some of my educotional values

are deni ed in pract ice.

2. I imagine a solution to those problems.

3. I act in the direction of the imagined solution.

4. I eva Iuate the outcome of the so Iution.

5. I modlfy my practice, plans and ideas in light of the

eva Iuation. (p. 38)

McNiff also states (1993) another important ideo in Whitehead's

work:

His work has been instrumental in promoting the idea of action

research as a way of improving personal practice, where

prflctice takes the form of critical "reflection in fiction on

fiction" by the individual proctitioner... .The strength of his

contribution, in my View, is that he is offering a form of

educoti ono I enqui ry that empowers proctiti oners to generate

and control their own process of change. (p. 37)

McNiff (1993) calls this "The Notion of a Living Educational
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Theory" (po 37). She cites seven themes that make up this theory of

action research. In the following section, I outline these themes.

Following each outline, I suggest similarities between my research

and McNi ff's themes.

1. "The living '1'''. She argues that it is the individual

practiti oner who must be at the centre of the research. She states

that "research...becomes an enqUiry by the self and of the self; and,

rather than aim[ing] to fit personal practice into another person's

theory, 1t concerns 1tself w1th enabling individuals to develop their

own personal theories" (p. 17).

Throughout the investigation my living "I" was present. The

point of the research was to fi nd out if my va Iues and the va Iues of my

students intersected. The research was focused around a search for

meaning from my proctice so thot I could empower my students. A

personal theory that emerged from this research was that the exposing

of teacher and student values is an essential part of a

teacher-constructed curriculum if that curriculum is to become and

remoin dynamic.

2. 'The creat i on of persona I theori es of education." Theori es of

education, McNiff argues, must come from the practice of individuol

teachers who practise critical awareness in the classroom. From this

awareness, certain aspects of classroom life emerge as problematic.

The teacher begins to think how to work to overcome those problems.

That thinking how, she asserts, forms the building blocks of teachers'

theories. In my classroom, I became aware of environmental practice
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and human relationship problems. As I stated in the Introduction,

when environmentally responsible and cooperative action was

achieved, It seemed to come from a place outside the students'

Ilves--from the interventions of their teachers--and not from a place

wlthin. From this perception, I beg~n to think about how this problem

cou Id be overcome. The fi rst buil di ng block of my theory, so to speak,

was the possiblllty of using the curriculum I wrote to gain insights

into the values that stood behind the actions. I did find that I could

use the currlculum as a tool to give me information about my students

~nd myself. The information I collected from the curriculum also

allowed me to be aware of other sltuatlons, which led ln turn to

thinking about ways in which these further problematic aspects could

be addressed. One important finding of my researCh, for example, was

that there was a point Where, in the minds of the students and me,

work stopped bel ng somethl ng that one was obIi ged to comp Iete and

beg~n to be somethl ng th~t one w~s pIeased and indeed empowered to

complete. I believe this notion warr~nts further thought, further

theory buil di ng and further research.

3. "The knowledge base of educational theorising." McNiff

believes that much of what we do in the classroom is directed from

taclt, intultlve knowledge. Teachers should be encouraged ln a variety

of w~ys to work to m~ke that lntultlve knowledge ~ccesslble so th~t

they can better understand thelr Ilfe ln the classroom. She states: "I,

the practltioner, am convinced of the value of my intultions, and grope

my way forward through the process of trial and error, constantly
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homing in on whot my intuitions tell me ore the significont feotures of

my practice" (p. 40). I think an example of this intutitive knowledge

could be ascribed to the opportunity to have the refugee from Rwanda

visit our class. I sensed that her story and her presence would be

powerfut and from my observations and the observations of other

teachers this was the case.

4. "Educational enquiry as a negation of the living

contradiction." A living contradiction occurs when a teacher is aware

that her beliefs are not being realized in her practice. Observing her

life in the classroom critically, through action research methods, wi II

allow her to isolate these contradictions and to plan for ways to

overcome them. An exomple of this theme, where a teacher's beliefs

ore not being reolized in practice, con be found in the Introduction to

this project. There, I stated thot the lock of outhentic environmental

and cooperative action on the part of my students caused me great

concern because those actions seemed to come from a value system so

far from the values I was trying to develop in my curriculum. McNiff

orgues thot teochers move through severol stoges os they deal with

the realization that this contradiction exists. The first stage she

coils the observotionol level. Here, the teocher externolizes whot is

occurring in the classroom in a variety of ways, such as videotaping,

journal writing, or discussing the situation with critical friends. I did

this through writing down my views of the classroom as described in

the Introduction: a place where supplies were destroyed and racism

existed.
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The next stage McNiff calls the descriptive level. At this level

the teacher descri bes how she fee lsin not bei ng ab Ie to live up to

what she be Ii eves in. I descri bed these experi ences in my journal.

The final enquiry level is described as explanatory. Here the

teacher shows what she did ond why she did it. 6y exploining the

"whot" ond the "why" the teocher octively demonstrates how her

thinking was changed. I exploined whot I did l namely set up on

investigotion of group dynomics in the clossroom whi Ie the students

were studyi ng group dynami cs wi thi n fami lies from around the warId.

Aiso l I explained why I set up the research in this way I hoping for a

link in understanding of how the problems and solutions the students

encountered in classroom groups were similor to the problems ond

solutions thot people other thon themselves face.

5. "Educotional enquiry as 0 learning process," The term

educati onal l accordi ng to McNi ff I can be used on Iy if it shows the

process of improvement of understandi ng on the part of the

practitioner. McNiff states that it is research if "the systematic

nature of that process [is] made public" (p. 41).

6ri ngi ng the process and the understonding of the process

forward allows others to become port of the dialogue obout the

process which can lead to further education for all the parties. Jean

McNiff asserts that Whitehead believes thot educotional knowledge is

not an object l rather it is a creative process within which the

practitioner attempts to construct her own life. The teacher aims

toward legitimizing her "research" as valid by claiming her knowledge
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is grounded. Thi s groundi ng occurs when the teocher-reseorcher

mokes pub Iichow ond why she cIoims to hove the educot ione I

knowledge she claims to have. The investigation that my students and

I participated in makes this claim to educational knowledge. In the

Results section of this chapter I discuss the methods used and the

conclusions reached.

6. Volidotion os 0 woy of life." This theme can be best

expressed by this stotement by McNiff (1993):

If a person presents her ideas to others~ this idea~ or knowledge

clalm~ represents a claim to personal knOWledge-that she knows

why she is as she is. If other persons accept what she says ~

they validate her claim. Their acceptance of the idea in making

sense of thei r own lives indicotes thot they are wi IIing to adopt

her idea ond adopt it to thei r own lives. (p. 43)

My research has not as yet been made accessible to other

teachers who could help me in this task of knowledge transformation.

There is much} I believe~ to be learned from other teachers who share

my concerns obout teocher ond student volues.

7. "The creotion of dialogical communities." McNiff argues for

the estoblishment of groups of peer-proctitioners whose moin

objective is to move each other's understanding of practice forward

through continued diaIogue. These diaIogues move toward the growth

of understanding by asking what she calls "right" questions: questions

thot keep the dialogue going rather thon questions that move toward

finol jUdgements. As mentioned in the section on curriculum} I expect
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that the global education curriculum I created w1l1 change and grow

through dialogue with my team members. The action research that I

partici pated in wi th my students has shown me that thi s type of

research cou Id become an integroI port of the curri cu Ium. Bui Idi ng

oction research into the document could offer both students ond

teachers many opportunities to ask "right" questions.

These ideas that McNi ff has ca II ed "The Notion of Livi ng

Educati ona I Theory" (p. 37) have aIlowed me to understand my research

better by ossessing ond evaluating it. The idea of assessment was

earlier described in the section on assessment and evaluotion. There

assessment wos defined os 0 "collection of data about student

achievement l using a variety of means and procedures." The procedure

I used was to look at the actions I had taken during the research in

11 ght of the ideas expressed by McNi ff and ascertain if those ideas

helped me understand my research. I found that her ideas did help me

to understond my work l os hos been outlined eorlier in this chopter.

I olso used McNiff's work to evaluate my research. Evaluation l

again described in the section on assessment and evaluation l is "the

making of jUdgements or decisions on the basis of the data collected

in the ossessment process." It wos in the spirit of moking decisions

rather than jUdgements that I scruti ni zed the assessment of the

reseorch. Thi s peruso I showed me woys in whi ch onother attempt ot

action research could be more useful in improving my practice. For

examplel I need to learn strategies for obtaining better information

from interviews. In the research I completed l a valuable source of
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information for interviews proved to be of no value because I lacked

the ski' Is of intervi ewi n9 duri n9 times when the who Ie cIass was

present.



CHAPTER THREE: VALUES FROM A TEACHER"S AND

STUDENTS" PERSPECTIVES

Intersection of Velues

To begin this finol chopterJ I would like to return to a statement

made by Shi rl ey Grundy ( 1987) whi ch was ci ted in Chapter One in the

section related to curriculum. She argues that to understand a

curriculum J it is necessary to understand the beliefs about persons and

the worl d thot ore behi nd it.

This project begon becewse I needed to understemd the beliefs

about persons and the worl d that were behi nd the 9Ioba I education

curriculum I had written. That need surfaced when I observed the

behaviours of my class outlined on the first page of this project. I

realized that to understand the actions of my studentsJ I needed to

understond the volues thot were behind those octions. But I olso

needed to inform myself about the volues thot surrounded my students:

those values thot were within the curriculum I had creoted. In other

words, I needed to make explicit the implicit values that had informed

me when I deve loped the curri cu Ium.

Thot curri cu Ium shaped the Iearni ng world shared by my

students ond me and presented to the students 0 set of vo lues thot I

hoped wou Id hove 0 posi t i ve impoct on thei r lives. I di d not wont to

impose J as was explained in the Introduction, my volues on my

stUdents, but I did want to provide them with a knowledge base and

88
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olso with leorning strotegies so thot they could occess ond possibly

question their own value positions in light of the value positions put

forward in the curriculum we were working from.

Those two value posltions--the stUdents' and the teacher's-

however needed to be made explicit so that I, their teacher, could

examine them both to find out if there were any intersecting values.

If such on intersection eXisted, I could use that knowledge to better

understand my students and their actions, and I could bui Id that

understanding into the curriculum. If, however, we shared no values,

then I would have to accept that the curriculum I had created would

have little impact on the lives of my students and that radical

revisions would be needed so that the students' values could become an

integraI part of thi s curri cu Ium.

As I concluded in the previous chopter, neither the total

intersecti on of my va Iues and the va Iues of my students occurred, nor

did the total separation of our values. Finding values that I shared

wlth my stUdents, and indeed a value that was not shored, allowed me,

however, to view the curriculum differently. I sow the document as no

longer belonging solely to me. There was the possibility now of shared

ownership. When I storted this project, the curriculum belonged to me

in the sense that I had written it and was implementing it. The

students were the recipients of my value ideas.

During the project, however, I became the recipient of their

value ideas from the data collected during the action research. That

reseorch suggested thot the mojority of the students volued leorning,
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task completion, empowerment, discusslon, fun, and the experience of

working in a group aself. Gaining access to these value pos1tions

from my students allowed me to take their ideas from the action

research data and set these value ideas beside the values that I had

inc Iuded in the curri cu Ium I hod created. I conc Iuded that the va lues

that I had embedded in the curri cu Ium and the va Iues that I shared

wah my students intersected at many points. For example, the shared

value that learning is important touches on all four of my curriculum

values.

TEACHER"S SHARED

VALUES TEACHER/STUDENT

• Integrati on of VALUES

Knowledge • Learning

• Peace Ce Iebrated • Task Completion

• Sharing Teacher • Empowerment

Learner • Discussion

• Assessment and • Value of the

EYaluation as Group

Empower1ng

These reciprocal value positions now can function as guides to

investigate if these values are being addressed by the curriculum. For

example, discussion emerged as being a shared value. wah this idea in

mind, the teacher is now in a pos1tion to look at each event in the
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curriculum to oscertoin if this volue ideo is being reolized. If this

ideo is not inc Iuded J the teocher's tosk is to fi nd woys to inc Iude it. It

must be noted here J howeverJ that It is the way that the students and

the teacher perceive dlScussl0n J or any other value posltion J that wi II

become a meaningful part of the curriculum. If discussion J in a

general sense J is added to the events J this idea wi 1\ have little impact

on the thi nking of ei ther teacher or students. If J on the other hand J the

specific ways that discussion was seen to be valuable J through

examining the data from the action researchJ is inserted into the

curriculum J this value has the possibility of becoming personally

meaningfu I.

The doto on discussion from the action research pointed out that

not 011 discussion was directed toward empowering ends, although

most of It was. In some instances J howeverJ discussion was used to

hurt or control other people in the class. The task of the teacher is

now to find ways to introduce both these posltive and negative

manifestations of discussion into lessons J linking them to the real life

of the cIass.

There was J nevertheless, one value, fun J that was not a part of

my volue position. I wondered why this volue was obsent from my

thinking; possibly I conjectured because fun no longer existed as part

of what I considered to be important When thinking about education.

And yet J my students saw fun as a value, serving as a stress release

when tasks were finished, but also as a part of their learning

experiences in the classroom. I realized thot if fun, os a volue, were
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added into the curriculum l the students and I would have the

opportunity to explore the value of fun in depth.

I believe that it will take a great deal of planning and

preparation to bulld the shared values like discussion and the

"unshared" value of fun into the curriculum. The work l nevertheless,

will be rewarding, as my students and I explore our values and know

ourse Ives and each other better in the process.

When I worked through the action research that suggested these

values, I became aware, however, of a way, that I called alienation,

that some students and sometimes I myselC thought about the

experience about working in groups. This sense of alienation is

explalned by Peter Berger (1977):

Through most of human h1 story, human bei ngs have 11 '.led in

small social settings marked by a plenitude of ongoing

face-to-face contacts and by intense solidarity and moral

consensus. It would be false to idealize...it included every

variety of suffering and oppression. But one kind of suffering

that it almost never included was what moderns have come to

call alienation....Community was real and all-embracing l for

better or worse. The indiVidual was thus rarely, if ever, thrown

back upon himself....Human beings were fit home in reality 

even if, perhaps especi aIIy if, thi s home was often a Iess than

satisfactory place. (p. 61)

Berger gi ves a vi ew about modern Western socl eti es at large in

this quotel and yet I believe the sense that he gives of indlvlduals
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feeling homeless, thrown bock upon themselves, not being port of the

community, is appropriate for the comments that come from those I

previously termed aliens.

I stated earl i er that the intersecting val ues shared by my

studlmts and me, and even the one value espoused only by the students,

should allow us to know ourselves, each other, and our values better as

thosl3 values are integrated into the curriculum. But what should be

done about thi s fee ling of a11 enati on that had surfaced? AIi enation is

not ~l volue; rother this sense of homelessness is a personal perceptIon

of having little or no value. I wondered if this nonvalue, so to speak,

coullj also be built into the curriculum, to function as a further means

to know Iedge about ourse Ives, each other and our va lues.

My first task, os outlined earlier, was to return to the doto from

the l~ction research to get a sense of the students' perceptIon of the

value, or in this case, the nonvalue. The data showed that there were

three students and sometimes me who expressed ideas of feeling alone

in the group.

Returning to the curriclum, I found several events where this

ideo of alienation could be integrated, such os the United Empire

LOY~llists, Immigration, and Women's Issues. In fact, coincidentally,

one event, Opening Up the West, has as its goal that students come to

undE~rstand that alienation is a part of life.

The data also suggested, however, that this sense of alienation

prornoted a perception of powerlessness in the three students and in

me '('(hen we felt oport from the group. I begon to wonder if there
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cou Id be a Ii nk between the perception of powerl essness that I

described as existing in my classroom at the beginning of this project

and the idea of aIienatl on.

Envi ronmento I Iozi ness ond roci st ond sexi st attitudes exi sted

in that classroom, but the students and I seemed to have no power to

change the situation. The stUdents, from my perspective, seemed to

aCCE!pt this classroom culture. My efforts and the efforts of the other

teachers who interacted with the students seemed to have little

effect in changing this environment. The situation appeared to be one

where 011 of us, students and teochers alike, felt 0 sense of ol1enation,

of not belonging to this clossroom culture, and this perception mode us

feel powerless.

This idea that there could be a link between alienation and

disempowerment was only conjecture on my part, and yet the idea was

one which seemed worthy of investigation. I surmised that placing

this question into the curriculum would not only provide some

interesting answers, the question would provide my students ond me

with another opportunity to explore our value positions.

In this chapter I have suggested that a process to make explicit

the values and other belief positions, such as alienation, of the

stakeholders in a teacher-constructed curriculum can be used to make

the curriculum 0 stronger vehicle for the explorotion of volues.

Mony of these volues were brought out through using oction

resoarch. It must be noted, however, that these were the values that

emerged from one class: the class described in this project. Other
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clas:ses with other teochers wi II undoubtedly come up with different

valul3 positions. I propose, then, that action research become an

inteqral part of a teacher-developed curriculum so that the values that,.

are being explored are the values that have meaning to all those who

participate in the curriculum. There is purpose also in teacher

exploration of personal values. This examination allows the teacher to

place herself on a continuum where the post and the present can be

assE!ssed and evaluated and the future imagined. Reflecting on the

past gave me a sense of changes that have taken place in my value

positions. Reflecting on my present values gave me information on

ways to enrich the curriculum. Making this personal storehouse of

educational values explicit also allowed me to look into the future

using the past and the present as data. Those data suggest that there

is 0 pottern developing. This pottern flows from practice to reflection

to meaning to more practice, more reflection, more meaning--a

repelating cycle. This pattern nevertheless reveals flaws. Personal

meaning seems to be my primary goal. Once personal meaning from my

praetlce through reflection has been achieved, I seem satisfied to

begm practising teaching and learning again.

When I mode explicit my volues, however, I stoted thot the ideos

of ~ll1ler (l988) and Grundy (1987) hod recently affected my views on

curriculum. In the chapter on action research, I also noted that Jean

McNiff (1993) had also affected my curriculum views. Reflecting on

the vi ews of these three educotors mode me owore that there were

considerable distonces to be travelled before the holistic curriculum
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of Miller, the emancipatory curriculum of Grundy, and McNiff's ideas of

a "Li vi ng Educati ona I Theory" were reo Ii zed.

Mi Iler proposes a holistic curriculum, one that encompasses all

the iorientations he argues for. These orientations were previously

di scussed in the section on curri cu Ium. Mill er cone Iudes The Ho listi c

Curri cu Ium (1988) with hi s vi si on of what a schoo I devoted to a

holistic curriculum would look like. He envisages the school to have

cha II engi ng academi c work that supports the idea of the unity of

know Iedge. The schoo I will aIso active Iy encourage prob Iem so Ivi ng

using both analytlcal and intuitive methods. The physical development

of tl"le student wi II also be stressed so that a posHive self-image can

be fostered. Community relationships will be an important part of

this curriculum as well. Mi Iler ends in this way:

Most of aII, we core about the students' bei ng. We rea Ii ze that

the fi na I contri buti on they make to thi s planet wi II be from the

deepest part of thei r bei ng ond not from the ski II s we teach

them. We can try to foster the sprirtual growth of the student

by working on ourselves as teachers to become more conscious

and caring. By working on ourselves, we hope to foster in our

students a deep sense of connectedness within themselves and

to other bei ngs on thi s planet. (p. 139)

I suggest thot the curriculum thot is port of this project is

dire'cted toward Mi IIer's vision. There is much work to be done,

however, in "working on myself" in order to move from personal

mecining to a sense of connected meaning.
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Shirly Grundy's (1987) emoncipotory curriculum olso outlined in

the section on curriculum seeks to give power to its participants by

urging them to find ways to change the theoretical and organizational

structures of thelr soclety. She states that these goals can be reached

only through commHted relationhips on the part of all who work in

such a curriculum. The curriculum I created is far from this goal.

This curriculum is sti II in a stoge thot Grundy coils practical, where

the goolis to moke meoni ng. I do not wi sh to suggest thot moki ng

meaning is wrong. I do wont to suggest, however, that a curriculum

can make more than meanlng. Thls currlculum, with the help of

teachers and stUdents, can, I belleve, bulld on as present form to find

those "increasing moments of emoncipatory practice" (p. 190) that go

beyond personal meaning for the teacher.

Jeon McNi ff ( 1993) hos 0 Iso shown me thot the he Ip of other

practitioners wi II be needed if dynamic theori es of teachi ng and

learning are to be realized. Toward this end, the curriculum I created

wi II need to be used and reflected on by other teachers. Action

reseorch episodes will need to be inserted into the curriculum

whenever the perception eXists that the goals of the curriculum are

not being met. This reseorch wi II not only give informotion obout how

the curriculum can better meet the needs of the students and teacher,

the research itself wlll give insights into making action research a

better too I toward the creation of acari ng envi ronment in the

classroom. Personal meaning has the possibllity of becoming shared

meaning.
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When I look into the future l I realize that I can no longer be

satlsfled with finding personal meaning from my workl although I

believe personal meaning must be a first step in achieving further

gools. Those further goolsl for this curriculuml wi II be to use the

document as 0 vehi cIe from whi ch to interoct positive Iy with our

interdependent l swiftly changingl crisis-ridden and mechanistic world:

to be stewards of thi s worl d. That fnteractfonl howeverl can be

achieved only if all the participants in this curriculum get in touch

with what they beHeve to be valuable.

This project hos described the journey of one teacher and her

closs in a seorch for volues. If this curriculum is to embody the two

ideas on which it is based--that students come to understand that we

must care for one another and our earth if we are to survive and that

students come to understand that peace 1s an effortful human

construct--that journey must l I beHevel be undertaken by all who

would use this curriculum os 0 vehicle for empowering teochers l their

students l and all who care about them.
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Appendix A
The Curriculum

A Global Education Curriculum

General Idea -

Specific Idea -

Unit One:
Goal:

Unit Two:
Goal:

Unit Three:
Goal:

Students come to understand we must care for one another
and our earth if we are to survive.

Students come to understand that peace is an effortful

human concept.

Colony Towards Country
Students come to understand the fragility of a peaceful
society

Making a Country
Students come to understand the power of compromise.

Celebrating a Country
Students come to understand the benefits and
responsibilities of living in Canada.

Unit One, Event One - The American Revolution

Goal - Students come to und.erstand that war generates and solves
problems.

Content
History of American Revolution and corresponding British history, review of
New France, native people, expository writing, writing for point of view,
novel study My Brother Sam is Dead, ciphers, codes.

Approaches
Expository
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Perspectives
Historical, literary

Processes
Recalling, defining, recognizing, translation, interpretation, analysis

Resources
Teacher librarian, library collection, Grade 8 team members, students, film
("Revolution"), classroom texts, A.C.T. (writing text), novel My Brother
Sam is Dead, newspapers, computers

Assessment and Evaluation
Who's job is it? Teacher's role, student's role, parent's role. Learning
differences between assessment and evaluation, learning how to set up
criteria to Peel Outcomes, portfolio assessment.

Unit One, Event Two - United Empire Loyalists

Goal - Students come to understand that national loyalty has both
positive and negative aspects.

Content
History of United Empire Loyalists, story of Hannah Showers, Richard
Pierpoint, Joseph Brant, journey maps with landforms, diary writing,
expository writing, time line

Approaches
Narrative

Perspectives
Literary, geographical, sociological

Processes
Recalling, translation, interpretation, evaluation
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Resources
Teacher librarian, library collection, Gr. 8 team members, students, narrative
stories of Hannah Showers, Richard Pierpoint, Joseph Brant, classroom
texts, including atlas, A.C.T., computers

Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, journal reflection, class discussion of teacher's goal,
role playing

Unit One, Event Three - Early Ontario Families

Goal - Students come to understand that working in a group is integral
to positive family and community structure.

Content
History of migration to Ontario (late 1700's to early 1800's), climate maps,
settlement maps, research (REACT), planning and participating in Fall Fair,
crafts

Approaches
Problem solving

Perspectives
Historical, geographical, sociological

Processes
Recalling, recognizing, translation, extrapolation, interpretation, analysis,
synthesis, evaluation
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Resources
Teacher librarian, library collection, Grade 8 team members, students, staff
at Old Britannia Schoolhouse, staff at Peel Heritage Museum, classroom
texts and maps

Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, teacher-student interviews, reflections in journal, class
discussions on goals

Unit One, Event Four - War of 1812

Goal - Students come to understand that war touches individuals from
distant and nearby sources.

Content
History of War of 1812 in Europe and North America, current wars in world,
poetry

Approaches
Problem solving

Perspectives
Historical, literary

Processes
Recalling, defining, recognizing, interpretation, extrapolation, translation,
analysis, synthesis, evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
newspapers, computers (W.E.B.), classroom texts, maps, historical actors,
field trip to Fort York
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Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, peer evaluation, reflection pieces pertaining to goal,
role playing, graphic evaluations

Unit Two, Event One - Rebellions of 1837
Goal - Students come to understand the impetus that sensed injustice
gives to violence.

Content
History of rebellions of 1837, novel study A Question ofLoyalty, character
study of main historical agents in Rebellion (e.g. William Lyon MacKenzie),
Victorian Christmas, Kwanzaa, Hanukkah

Approaches
Narrative

Perspectives
Literary, sociological, psychological

Processes
Recalling, translation, interpretation, extrapolation, analysis, synthesis,
evaluation



Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
community members, radio play, classroom texts, novel (A Question of
Loyalty), heritage books circa 1860

Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, presentation of Victorian Christmas Museum (peer
evaluation), class discussion of goal of event

Unit Two, Event Two - Modern Rebellions
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Goal - Students come to understand the impetus that sensed injustice
gives to violence.

Content
Study of current rebellions, mapping of problems of world (e.g.
desertification), poetry, expository writing

Approaches
Inquiry

Perspectives
Journalistic, literary

Processes
Recalling, recognizing, interpretation, extrapolation, analysis, synthesis,
evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
newspapers, CD ROM computers (W.E.B.) A.C.T., classroom texts and
anthologies, films
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Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, reflective pieces, class discussion pertaining to goal

Unit Two, Event Three - Immigration

Goal - Students come to understand that differences can be positive or
negative depending on perspectives.

Content
History of immigration waves to Canada, research, artifact study, diaries,
narrative writing, newspaper collection

Approaches
Problem solving and inquiry

Perspectives
Historical, sociological, medical

Processes
Recalling, defining, translation, interpretation, extrapolation, application,
analysis, synthesis, evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
other staff members, films, classroom texts and atlases, newspapers, artifact
collection

Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, reflection, oral presentations, peer conferencing, class
discussion concerning goal to be achieved
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Unit Two, Event Four - Confederation

Goal - Students come to understand the need to"read and flex" to
overcome obstacles to build a country.

Content
Life and times of Confederation, expository writing, drama, characteristics
of politicians, essay writing

Approaches
Inquiry

Perspectives
Artistic (art, drama)

Processes
Recalling, translation, interpretation, extrapolation, application, analysis,
synthesis, evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
films, A.C.T., newspapers, computers (data bases), classroom texts

Assessment and Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, presentation of plays, journal reflections, class
discussion regarding goal
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Unit Three, Event One - Opening Up the West

Goals - Students come to understand that alienation is part of life.

Content
History of westward migration, world-wide manufacturing, journey maps,
flow charts for industry, Self Help project, short stories

Approaches
Narrative, problem solving

Perspectives
Historical, geographical, mathematical

Processes
Recalling, translation, extrapolation, application, interpretation, analysis,
synthesis, evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
classroom texts, films, actor David Morris, Self Help (Mennonite Central
Committee), field trip to Campbells Soup, computers (CD ROM)

Assessment And Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, role playing, graphic representations of learning, class
discussion pertaining to goal
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Unit Three, Event Two - Northwest Rebellions

Goal - Students come to understand that past injustices can affect the
present significantly.

Content
History review of western native peoples, history of Northwest Rebellions,
novel study, Canada's growth, railway building

Approaches
Narrative

Perspectives
Historical, sociological, political

Processes
Recalling, defining, interpretation, application, extrapolation, analysis,
synthesis, evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
class texts, maps, anthologies, novel study, film, computers (data bases)

Assessment And Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, reflection journals, role playing, class discussions
pertaining to goals
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Unit Three, Event Three - Women's' Issues

Goal - Students come to understand that women are one of many groups
that still fight for acceptance.

Content
History of women's movement (stressing Canada), stories of early activists
(e.g. Nellie McClung), issues involving women today

Approaches
Problem solving

Perspectives
Historical, sociological, literary

Processes
Recalling, translation, interpretation, application, analysis, synthesis,
evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team, students, speakers,
films, classroom texts and anthologies, newspapers, computers (CD ROM
and data bases)

Assessment And Evaluation
Portfolio assessment, graphic displays of learning, class discussions
regarding goal
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Unit Three, Event Four - Canada Today
Goal - Students come to understand that being actively involved in our
society, our world, is a responsibility, a privilege.

Content
Time line of Canada from prehistory to future, time line of outside
influences on Canada, time line of Canada's influence outside country,
planning and presentation of "July 1st" picnic

Approaches
Inquiry

Perspectives
Historical, geographical, literary, sociological

Processes
Recalling, translation, interpretation, extrapolation, application, analysis,
synthesis, evaluation

Resources
Teacher librarian and library collection, Grade 8 team members, students,
films, speakers, classroom texts and anthologies, computers (data bases)

Assessment And Evaluation
Portfolio assessment of year's work, class discussion pertaining to year's
goals, role playing

This curriculum map was created by Fran Halliday at McGill University
during her work with pre-service teachers, 1991-1993. The map is part of
her doctoral dissertation and will be available in the fall of 1995.

Below is a brief outline of the categories.

Content
The "what" of each event is listed here.
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Approaches
The curriculum map contains four approaches: expository, narrative,
problem solving and inquiry.

Expository -

Narrative 
Problem Solving -

Inquiry -

his is the traditional "open head - pour in"
transmission approach.
Information is delivered as a story.
Students solve a question or questions created by
the teacher.
Students collect data and create questions to
solve.

Perspectives
The learning is focused around one or more traditional disciplines. One
discipline is usually stronger. Some examples are: literary, archeological,
sociological and philosophical.

Processes
These are what we intend to be going on "inside" the student. I chose to use
Bloom's Taxonomy as delineated by C. Jean Maker.
Resources
All resources are listed here, human and otherwise.

Assessment And Evaluation
Listed here are the ways in which teachers, students, parents and
administrators attempt to gauge learning.
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Needs and Changes Reflections
What do I need from school?
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skills for working help to get job I like (14) help in organization
learning social skills help to be more more time (2)

responsible
help my ability to learn people to help me learn get somewhere in life
help to complete work enough (not too much) spell better
on time pressure
help in problem solving skills to help children (4) help me concentrate

more
ability to provide for help to complete on time
future family
role models (2) pleasant atmosphere
make others proud (2) place to concentrate
fun (4) learn to do things

no marking scheme ability to meet new
people

discipline ability to learn

What changes can we make to meet those needs?

continue T.S. D. (4) fun time to sit alone
start right away change others help in reaching goals
more time in class (3) get along with others not care what others say
more exploratories set up plans differently balance sports / school
more time to go over get help find out what we like to
notes do
hand work in on time help others step by step help

do homework on time not rush partners for help (3)

challenging work explain marks longer due dates
smaller classes note skills early to see if lots of extra work

we can handle pressure
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APPENDIXC
Instructions to Students

During the next three weeks we are going to be investigating group
dynamics. You will be working within the group formed last week. The purpose
of these groupings is to look at the kind of energy your group can generate and
the kind of energy we as a class can realize.

Today find out where each member of your group is in terms of the work
we have done so far this year. Don1t judge, there are lots of reasons why we don't
get things done. it happens to all of us. Then look at the chart you made about
needs and ways of meeting them. Mter that figure out what your group is
working for and how you are going to achieve that.

People working around a table or desks are not a group. What then is a
group? During the next three weeks, I would like you to find out. On November
11 we will close this investigatio!1 and look at the dynamics of your group and
our class. By the way, I would like to find out too.
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APPENDIXD
Teacher's Journal

Journal for Action Research: October 24 to November 11, 1994

Monday, October 24

Started research today, gave out handouts to groups. Foolishly also gave
out geography group activity at the same time so there was confusion. I really
have to stop myself from interfering. Three boys fooling around when groups
first met, later on in morning spoke of their less than Grade Eight behaviour
(yes, I really said that). Today I am going to interview as many groups as I can,
and try not to put ideas into their heads, but accept their ideas.

Tuesday, October 25

Interviews did not occur. At one point this morning I found myself sitting in a
chair immobilized. This was after I reamed out class about chaotic behaviour, no
T.S.D. plans in sight, coming to me for everything. Where is the thoughtful self
direction I rhetoricizedl After this, they got out their sheets settled (sort of) down
and began working on their foam boards (the students used these Styrofoam
boards to display the categories and supports for their group needs). It was an
enjoyable morning for me, not in spite of everything, but because of everything.
Can you see the present through rose coloured glasses?

Thursday, October 27

No groups yesterday, we had historical presentation all morning. Today
again no interviews. After math lesson and lesson on paragraphs there was no
time, again! students worked diligently on their boards. I attempted to focus
them by writing on the blackboard: Experiment, Change, Set up, Observe. I
wonder if any of this is getting through to them?
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Friday, October 28

Decided to take camera into school today to get pictures of boards. Mter
students posed with boards, I had a short interview with most groups. There was
one group I couldn't find. I asked one student where his group was and he said
they had left him. I then realized that another group of four girls had re-formed.
This also happened yesterday with another group. One student, who has serious
social problems, was kicked out of his group. Another boy took his place from
another group. I told group the student ( the one they had kicked out) had to
come back. They accepted him and helped him although his T.A. (Teaching
Assistant), this student was deemed behavioural exceptional and received extra
help with his social problems from the assistant) helped out. The boy who had
taken his place returned to his fonner group and they were not happy campers
at his defection. Two students from I.S.P. class (Intermediate special Programme,
this class was beginning to be integra ted into my class when the research took
place) wanted to be in their own group (of two) but had a lot of difficulty finding
an entry point. As usual I didn't get as much teaching done as I intended today.

Thesday, November 1

Didn't get any interviewing done yesterday: Hallowe'en. We didn't do
anything special but time went, what little there was of it, and neither students or
I very focused. Today I met with most groups. I have stifled the temptation to tell
some kids to grow up, or get on with it, or worse! When I met with them I have
stressed that they try to be open (with me); for most, this is not a problem. If this
is to be an experiment I must resist changing the ingredients as we go. If I want
to see if adolescents can look at their dynamics in a group through their lens and
not mine, I must resist the temptation to meddle. This holding back has made
me reflect on how many times I have meddled in experiences in my classroom to
meet with my expectations. Where did they come from?
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Wednesday, November 2

Today was another unsettled day for me, when are my days in the
classroom settled, 1 wonder. When we got TS.D. started there was the usual
barrage of kids who needed accomodating, finding a map, a pen, a pencil. 1
flurry around finding, pointing out, swirling. Today, when the swirl was nearing
its end, four groups had put their names on the blackboard for a conference (I
asked the students to make a note to me on the blackboard to indicate they were
ready to discuss their group interactions). 1 was surprised and delighted. Did not
see all groups today but saw about six. The two students from the I.S.P. class are
still searching for an entry place. One, especially, is almost ready to put a toe in
the water. Got a new student from another Grade Eight class today. There are
lots of problems 1 hear, but 1 don't want to know about them yet.

Thursday, November 3

Didn't see one group today. Only saw my class for one hour and fifteen
minutes. 1was again so busy getting kids going 1 didn't get going myself. Stayed
late again tonight: 7 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., no break, gulping down sandwich at
photocopier, tried to tidy up, file etc., etc., etc., so that 1 will be more organized.
One of the I.S.P. students was laughing working at her table today. The other
student is still in the clouds. (these are the two students trying to form a group)

Monday, November 7

Absolutely no time today. Didn't even give out T.S.D. sheets today.
Monday never seems to be a good day.

Thesday, November 8

Kids are bananas today. In desperation made charts up for paragraph
review, they seemed so happy and relaxed doing this. (These charts showed
them how to set up the research they were doing on families around the world).
One I.S.P. student sits in middle of chaos and meditates. (He still can't get into a
group with the other I.S.P student). The behavioural student had an unsettled
day. 1 sent him to the behavioural room at 2:40 when he grossed out the kids by
trying to wrap his legs around his neck.

Wednesday and Thursday, November 9 and 10

These past two days have see:] little activity on the group front, although 1
have observed that the groups seem to hang out together. We are doing
presentations for Remembrance Day and most groups are working together.
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A?PENDIXE
Selected Raw Data

Raw data from oval charts Needs and Changes
Reflections and Teacher's Journal

Topic 1:
WORK IS AN IMPORTANT FOCUS

Data from Oval Charts
-everyone stayed on tasks most of the time, we worked hard on work
-always get work done on time
-sometimes stayed on task
-if I were teacher, I would solve the problem out, send them out, call parents, if
that works we can talk over about it
so they don't fight anymore, so we can work and get work done

-most people stayed on task
-fun working with other people
-most people got their work done
-had good work done
-got on task quickly again if we got off I felt appreciated for work I did in my
group
-people really working when we get down to it
-always trying to get someone to do their work
-not working together (3 responses)
-worked together
-did not get his work done
-almost all got work done
-sometimes working very well
-I didn't get a lot ofwork done
-not being able to work at times
--getting down to work
-teacher looking would see people working together
-everybody did a lot of work in that group helps me get my work done loves to
get her work done
-this looks like a hard working group
-we finished our work most of the time
-sometimes we don't do anything (already finished)
-one person doesn't want to finish their work says they'll do it at home and
doesn't do it
-getting most work done
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-worked good together
-we worked really good
-we worked O.K.
- would see four girls finishing their work
-getting her work done
-some people in our group don't do any work
-worked well at start
-got things done, worked well
-I didn't work with a partner 1 helped my partner do his work didn't get her
work done because her partner didn't get halt of it done working hard
-good working ability
-try to accomplish something
-we got some work done
-we worked together as a team
-our group worked as one
-we work together as a real group should
-three guys...worked to get things done
-worked as one
-one problem, one or two do most ofwork in group
-I had to work alone in confusion all the time
-not a lot of work done by anyone
-my group did not work together because we were arguing,
fighting won't work together ,and worked
together, not-- , did not like sitting near him, kept talking, thought we were
listening but we weren't
did not get work done, noisy disgusting, taking our stuff, acting stupid and

immature
-did not work because some people weren't doing their share which made and
me mad
-people would think we didn't work together, would argue and you could hear
we weren't getting along
-people would be pretty impressed at the working togetherness of our group
-when we didn't get our work done or had problems, someone in our group
would help
-giving each other advice about work will you start doing your work sometime
soon
-we helped each other get their work finished if they were falling behind
-we would help those in our group to catch up on work missed
-everybody did something, we worked together in class and got work done
-we all know when to stop the laughter and get down to work
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-would see four girls laughing, getting along and at the same time finishing
work
-sometimes I know when to stop fooling around and get busy working
-teacher would see people working together, having fun wasting time when they
could do something more in class but everybody had fun and everybody did a
lot of work in that group
-all worked as friends
-worked in hall because class noisy we hardly ever talked except when we were
talking about work

and that's why we got our work done
-when we work we don't make much noise
-Mrs. Draper Thinks I am working better by Myself because I can do stuff here
and at home
-helped each other understand work

Data from "Needs" Reflections
-skills for working

help to complete work on time (2 responses)

Data from "Chances" Reflections
-do homework on time
-hand work in on time
-start right away
challenging work
-lots of extra work

Data from Teacher's Journal
I reamed out class for chaotic behavioUl~ no TS.D. plans in sight, coming to me
for everything. - - After this, they got out their sheets settled (sort of) down and
began working on their foam boards... (October 25)
Students worked diligently on their boards. (October 26)
As usual I didn't get as much teaching done as I intended today.(October 28)
Didn't get any interviewing done yesterday: Hallowe'en. We didn't do anything
special but time went, what little there was of it, and neither groups nor I very
focused. Today I met with most groups. (November 1)
When we got T.S.D. started there was the usual barrage of kids who needed
accommodating, finding a map, a pen, a pencil. I flurry around finding,
pointing out, swirling. (November 2)
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I was again so busy getting kids going I didn't get myself going. Stayed late again
tonight: 7 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., no break, gulping down sandwich at photocopier,
tried to tidy up, file -etc., etc., etc., so that I will be more organized. (November
3)

.made charts for paragraph review, they seemed happy and relaxed doing this.
(November 8)

We are doing presentations for Remembrance Day and most groups are working
together. (November 9 and 10)

Topic 2:
HELPING (GIVING AND RECEIVING) IS IMPORTANT

Data from Oval Charts
-best group I have ever been in because we all help each other
-you never had to worry about people in my group getting angry
-group pulled together
-sometimes we would help each other
-people would see our group helping, - always helped me- helping one another
-always encouraging one another
-helped each other out on missed work
-helped each other out when in need
-studied together (for tests etc.)
-helped understand one another
-people would be pretty impressed at the working togetherness of our group
-help each other

-when assignments were given out we always sorted out who was doing what and
someone always had something to do
-when we didn't get our work done or had problems someone in our group
would help
-give each other good advice
-help each other to understand
-teach each other things
-helping each other
(at start) helped each other
-helped each othel~ worked as a group
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- helped catch up to us
-didn't have to help anybody
- sometimes help each other
-didn't help one another
-if one was not finished the group would help most of the time
-having to tell each other what they are doing because they don't know what
they're doing
-showing each other what they're doing wrong
-we all yell if work that the group must hand in is not finished
-giving each other advice about work
-help others understand work
-think together
-got everything done and then helped last one
-we helped people get their work finished if they were falling behind
-we had each others phone numbers
-helped each other get things in and finished that were due
-we would always share ideas, always
-if we were feeling down we make each other laugh
-we would help those in our group to catch up on work missed
-helped each other with problems
-we helped each other in research and in information getting materials
-everybody did something, we worked together in class and got work done
-we shared thoughts and opinions
-seldom said negative things
-discussed group projects
-outsiders would hear, please, thank you, may I, I can you, sure, you're welcome,
no prob
-we hardly ever talked except when we were talking about work and that's why we
get our work done
-when we didn't get our work done or had problems someone in our group
would help
-we don't argue a lot
-we don't make lots of noise
-we don't complain about everything
-we ask good questions
- everyone had a say
- I felt appreciated for work I did in my group
- didn't say bad things to each other
- listen to each other's side as
-came up with a lot of ideas together
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-we did argue
-group always positive
-seeing different types of ways to overcome obstacles
-co-operated
-found out what they (other members in the group) were good at
-getting to know them (other group members) and their families and their likes
and dislikes
- we compromise with each other
- always positive

Data from "Needs" Reflections
-people to help me learn
-help my ability to learn
help in problem solving

-help me concentrate more
-help to complete work on time
-help to be more responsible
-help in organization
-ability to provide for future family

Data from '''Changes'' Reflections
-help in reaching goals
-step by step help
-get help
-help others
-partners for help (3 responses)
get along with others

Data from Teacher's Journal
When 1 met with them 1 have stressed that they try to be open (with me), for
most this is not a problem. (November 1)

1 flurry around finding, pointing out swirling. Today when the swirl was nearing
its end, four groups had put their names on the blackboard for a conference (I
asked the students to make a note to me on the blackboard to indicate they were
ready to discuss their group interactions. 1 was surprised and delighted.
November 2)

1 was again so busy getting kids going 1 didn't get going myself. (November 3)
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Kids are bananas today. In desperation made charts up for paragraph review,
they seemed happy and relaxed doing this. (November 8)

Topic 3:
FUN IS A PART OF LEARNING

Data from Oval Charts
-if we are feeling down we make each other laugh
-me and make group laugh
-sometimes I know when to stop the joking and get serious
-this looks like a hard working group but according to (student used her own
name here) she needs to get serious more often and concentrate on her work
-always makes us laugh
-we all know when to stop the laughter and get down to work
-laughing all the time
-too much talking and laughing

is the group clown
-tool around sometimes
-would see four girls laughing, getting along and at the same time finishing their
work
-sometimes I know when to stop fooling around and get busy
working
-talking and laughing a lot
-they had lots of fun
-fun working with other people
-teacher would see people working together, having fun, wasting time when they
could do something more in class but everybody had fun and everybody did a lot
of work in that group
-if the group was finished we would sometimes tell funny stories
-you have to be happy to work in a group or it won't work out
-in our group we constantly had fun but we learned a lot

Data from "Needs" Reflections
-fun (4 responses)

Data from "Changes" Reflections
-fun (2 responses)



Data from Teacher's Journal
There were no responses for this category.

Topic 4:
FRIENDS HELP IN LEARNING

Data from Oval Charts
-three guys that knew each other, got along and worked together
compromised and co-operated, worked to get things done

-got to know each other better
-all worked as friends
-knew each other before so nobody was shy to tell someone else
about a problem they had and that was very good

-good friends, so we don't spend time saying how we wish they
weren't in our group
-we knew each other well
-we knew each other
-good friends, stayed as one group

Data from "Needs" Reflections
There was no supporting data from these reflections.

Data from "Changes" Reflections
There was no supporting data from these reflections.

Data from Teacher's Journal
There were no supports for this category.

Topic 5:
TALK IS A TOOL

Data from Oval Charts
-we talk a lot and help each other
-we shared thoughts and opinions
-sometimes disagreed
-seldom said negative things
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discussed group projects
-outsiders would hear, please. thank you, may I, I can you, sure, you're welcome,
no prob
-we talked a lot and that was good
-no problems the first week, second week we started to have problems but we
worked them out
-we hardly ever talked except when we were talking about work and that's why we
get our work done
-people talked together
-people listen and work

we don't argue a lot
- we don't make lots of noise
-we don't complain about everything
- we ask good questions
-talk too much in group
- we talked a lot
-sometimes didn't talk
-everyone had a say
-there was a certain amount of arguing and chaos in our group
-disagreed half of the time, some arguing
-didn't say bad things to each other
-polite group
-listened to new ideas from other people instead of saying my idea is better
-talking to each other
-if I were teacher, I would solve the problem out, send them out, call parents, it
that works we can talk about it so they

don't fight anymore, so we can work together and get work done
-having useless little fights, making up in minutes-shut up you don't know what
you're saying
-you're not supposed to do that you're supposed to do this
-listen to each other's ideas
-shared thoughts and opinions with each other
-came up with a lot of ideas together
-we did argue
-too open-minded
-too much noise
-talked too much
-hear our group talking
-annoying- talking, interrupting, people asking questions
you don't know, goof ing off, eating, sleeping
-nerve racking, deadlines, people not prepared, trouble makers,
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talking back to you and teachers, getting you into trouble,
not doing any work
-people making fun of one another and family and your words like your mom is
so, you're so, your dad's
a (student left blanks here)

-they were making jokes about my family
-1 didn't have anyone to ask what to do in my group
-when there was something to agree on they wouldn't hear me out
-my group did not work together because people were arguing, fighting, won't
work together and worked togethel~ not, did not like sitting near him, kept
talking, thought we were listening but we weren't
-people would think we didn't work together, would argue and you could hear we
weren't getting along
-people would hear stuff like shut up, you're stupid
-there were a lot of insults
-sometimes getting angry because someone won't work as hard as they could
-found out what they (other members in group) were good at
-getting to know them (other group members) and their families and their likes
and dislikes

Data from "Needs" Reflections
-pleasant atmosphere
-learn social skills

Data from "Changes" Reflections
-help others
get along with others

- not care what others say

Data from Teacher's Journal
Three boys fooling around when groups first met, later on in morning spoke of
their less than Grade Right behaviour... (October 24)

1 had a short interview with most groups. (October 28)

1 have stifled the temptation to tell some kids to grow up, or get on with it, or
worse. '" 1 must resist the temptation to meddle. (November 1)
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Topic 6:
PROBLEMS OCCUR OFTEN

Data from Oval Charts
-working in a group is boring
-don't co-operate in a group
-( two group members) worked by themselves out in hall, wouldn't
do what we wanted them to do

-I can't say that 1 like it because there was really not a
group effort went off by herself all the time and
1 was left alone to overcome problems by myself

-there's no team work
-I think there is no group
-What group?
-her partner doing nothing
-I didn't like working in that group, I felt and 1 were doing all the work
-one problem, one or two do most of the work in group
-annoying, talking, interrupting, people asking questions you don't know,
goofing off, eating sleeping
-a couple of people suffered for other people's mistakes
-nerve racking, deadlines, people not prepared, trouble makers,
talking back to you and teachers, getting you into trouble,
not doing any work

-people making fun of one another and family and you, words like your mom is
so, you're so.... , your dad s a.(the student left blanks here)
-they were making jokes about my family
-I couldn't concentrate
-they always tried to kick me out
-I didn't have anyone to ask what to do in that group
-I had to work alone in confusion all the time
-I had to get a partner in another group so it took longer to complete some
things
-I didn't like to be in the group but I couldn't change
-When there was something to agree on they wouldn't hear me out
-it was boring having no one to talk to
-people would try to take my place in the group
-not a lot ofwork done by anyone
- my group did not work together and worked together
-did not like sitting near him, kept talking thought we were
listening but we weren't



did not get work done, noisy, disgusting, taking our stuff, acting stupid or
immature

_having a rough time with one member
-.... holding group back
-did not work because some people weren't doing their share
which made and me mad
-people would think we didn't work together, would argue and
you could hear we weren't getting along
-sometimes blame things on each other
-people would hear things like, shut up or you're stupid
-people would see someone in our group hitting someone else
III our group
-there were a lot of insults
-too much fooling, hitting, I had to do that a couple of times
because I had to shut them up or if they made fun of me
-sometimes we don't get work done
-frustrating slow start, not enough time
-not enough concentration
-too much horseplay
-people were not too interested (in one project) they were

busy doing other things
-we sometimes get a bit mad for where we work but always get

a place to sit at
-sometimes getting angry because someone won't work as hard

as they could
-cool, because we only had one problem, wasted time in class
-had a little bit of differences

Data from "Needs" Reflections
-help in organization
-more time (2 responses)

Data from "Changes" Reflections
There was no support for this category.
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Data from Teacher's Journal
-Gave out handouts to groups. Foolishly also gave out geography group activity
at same time so there was confusion. Three boys fooling around when groups
first met...(October 24)

-Interviews did not occur. At one point in the morning I found myself sitting in a
chair immobilized. This was after I reamed out class about chaotic behaviour, no
T.S.D. plans in sight, coming to me for everything. (October 25)

-There was one group I couldn't find. I asked one student where his group was
and he said they had left him. I then realized that another group of four girls
had re-formed. This also happened yesterday with another group. One student,
who has serious social problems, was kicked out of his group. Two students from
I.S.P. class wanted to be in their own group but had a lot of difficulty finding an
entry point. As usual I didn't get as much teaching done as I intended today.
(October 28)

Didn't get any interviewing done yesterday: Hallowe' en. ...neither students or I
very focused. (November I)

-Today was another unsettled day fm me... there was the usual barrage of kids
who need accommodating, finding a map. a pen, a pencil. (November 2)

-I was again so busy getting kids going I didn't get going myself. The other
student (I.S.P.) is still in the clouds. (November 3)

-Absolutely no time today. Didn't even give out T.S.D. sheets. ( November 7)

-Kids are bananas today. One I.S.P. student sits in middle of chaos and meditates
The behavioural student had an unsettled day today. (November 8)

-These past two days have seen little activity on the group front. .. (November 9
and 10)
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Topic 7:
PROBLEM SOLVING IS AN IMPORTANT STRATEGY

Data from Oval Charts
-1 worked by myself and didn't have to do my partner's work
Mrs. Draper thinks I am working better by myself because 1 can do stuff here

and at home
group always positive

-seeing different types ofways to overcome obstacles
-co-operated
-found out what they (other members of the group) were good at
-problem solving techniques: think positive, co-operate,
concentrate

-getting to know them (other group members) and their families and their likes
and dislikes
-good at organizing
-we compromise with each other
-always positive
-helped one another ( see helping category for many examples of this strategy)
-when assignments were given out we always sorted out who was doing what and
someone always had something to do
-we all yell if work that the group must hand in is not finished
-we had each others phone numbers
-we would always share ideas always
-ifwe were feeling down we would make each other laugh
-everybody did something, we worked together in class and got work done

Data from "Needs" Reflections
-learn social skills
-help my ability to learn
-help in problem solving
-people to help me learn
-help to be more responsible
-enough (not too much) pressure
-role models (two responses)
-know marking scheme
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-place to concentrate
-pleasant atmosphere

Data from "Changes" Reflections
-continue TS.D. (four responses)
-start right away
-more time in class (three responses)
-more time to go over notes
-hand work in on time
-do homework on time
-get along with others
-set up plans differently
-get help
-help others
-not rush
-explain marks
-note skills early to see if we can handle pressure
-longer due dates
-partners for help (three responses)
-step by step help
-find out what we like to do
-not care what others say
-time to sit alone

Data from Teacher's Journal

-I attempted to focus them by writing on the blackboard: Experiment, Change,
Set up, Observe. (October 27)
-I told group the student (the one they had kicked out) had to come back.
(October 28)

-Stayed late again tonight: 7 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., no break, gulping down
sandwich at photocopier, tried to tidy up, file, etc., etc., etc., so that 1 will be
more organized. (November 3)
-Kids are bananas today. In desperation made up charts for paragraph review..
(November 8)


